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A method for isolating the salt gland (SG) from the larval brine

shrimp has been developed. This extra-renal organ is removed from 5-10%

of Stage I nauplii by vortexing after incubating the animals at 37°C for

8 hours in a saline solution buffered with 100 mM sodium phosphate at pH

7.6. Removal is dependent on the use of a specific limited set of

incubation conditions which have been defined and optimized in this

study. Subsequent to removal, the SG are separated from extraneous

material by passing the preparation through a series of fine nylon mesh

screens and a glass bead column. This protocol consistently produces

approximately 5000 isolated SG, representing 250,000 secretory cells,

which are 70-100% of the material present. Light, scanning, and

transmission electron microscopic examination demonstrated that the

organ is removed intact with good preservation of both cellular and

subcellular structure. Approximately two-thirds of the twenty-eight

morphological features considered, showed little or no change from in

vivo. Alterations included enlargement of the tubular labyrinth lumens,

loss of some definition by mitochondria cristae and alteration of cell-



cell contacts including disruption of apical cell junctions. Cell

integrity of the isolated salt gland cells was confirmed by functional

studies. The vital dyes, eosin, trypan blue, and nigrosin were excluded

by 95% of the cells, stored at either 22°C or 4°C, for at least 12

hours. The oxygen consumption rate was 22.7 mM 02 (min mg protein)-1

and could be altered predictably by compounds known to affect oxidative

phosphorylation and ion transport. The specific activity of Na+K ATPase

was 9.1 mM P (hr mg protein)-1, which is 17% of the total body enzyme

activity. Experiments to measure 3H-ouabain binding were

unsuccessful. Preliminary experiments to localize the Na+K ATPase using

potassium-nitrophenylphosphatase cytochemical methods showed unusual

results, including reaction products on both basolateral and apical

membranes and outer mitochondria membranes, which require further

investigation. These studies demonstrate that the most important

structural and functional characteristics of the SG are retained and

therefore the isolated SG preparation is useful for in vitro study of

this unique crustacean ion secreting epithelium.
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ISOLATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF A LARVAL CRUSTACEAN SALT GLAND

FROM THE BRINE SHRIMP ARTEMIA SALINA

Chapter I.

Removal and Purification of the Salt Gland

INTRODUCTION

Study of the brine shrimp nauplius has shown that the major site of

ion transport is the neck organ. Evidence that it is a salt secreting

extra-renal organ or salt gland composed of chloride cells has been

previously reviewed (Conte, 1977, 1980; Conte, et al., 1980).

Isolation of specific cell types has become a powerful tool in cell

biology, permitting experiments on a wide variety of transporting

epithelia not previously possible by using the intact tissues

(Catsimpoolas, 1977; Sachs and Matchlouf, 1981). These cell isolates

have been valuable not only for studies of processes in intact cells but

as an enriched starting material for subcellular studies such as

membrane vesicle preparations or isolation of specific proteins and

enzymes. Therefore, there was considerable interest by this laboratory

in finding a method for removal and isolation of this larval crustacean

salt gland.

Two experimental observations suggested the possibility that this

could be accomplished. First, histological cross sections of whole

nauplii showed the salt gland to be a separate epithelium, with little
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attachment to the animal except through a thin cuticular junction

between the edge of the salt gland and thorax and by muscle fibers

running dorsoventrally through the hemocoel with an insertion point at

the apex of the cuticle dome forming the salt gland (Conte, et al.,

1972). Second, during sample preparation for scanning electron

microscopy (SEM), it was found that the salt gland could be removed from

nauplii frozen in liquid nitrogen by tapping along one side (Hootman, et

al., 1972). This removal method was used in earlier studies of the

localization of Na+K ATPase activity in Artemia to obtain small

quantities of these organs (Ewing, et al., 1974). It seemed likely,

then, that if the appropriate shearing force could be placed on the

cuticle, there existed a natural break point which would allow removal

of larger quantities of intact salt glands.

The following criteria were considered important in judging the

value of any method for salt gland removal, and for the final isolated

tissue preparation to be most useful: 1) The entire salt gland should

be removed intact, with as much of the normal in vivo organ and cell

structure being retained as possible. 2) A high degree of cell

viability and in vivo salt gland function should be retained. 3) The

final tissue preparation should have as high a purity as possible. 4)

The isolation method should have potential for large scale production to

obtain large numbers of cells.

In this section the protocol developed for removal and purification

of Artemia larval crustacean salt glands is reported. Also presented

are the results from experiments to determine both the minimal

conditions and optimal conditions needed to effect salt gland removal.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Hatching of Brine Shrimp Nauplii

Brine shrimp cysts were obtained from San Francisco Bay Brand

Company (San Francisco, CA) and stored in vacu at -20°C until use. The

cysts were hydrated at room temperature (22°C) for one hour. Floating

shells were discarded, and 15 grams wet weight of the remaining cysts

were distributed to individual 2800 ml Fernbach flasks containing 500

mls of artificial seawater (ASW, Instant Ocean Sea Salts, East Lake,

Ohio). The flasks were incubated at 30°C in a constant temperature room

with continuous agitation on a rotary shaker (34 RPM) for the

appropriate time. Animals were harvested using the method of Finamore

and Clegg (1969). Nauplii hatching from San Francisco Bay cysts do not

separate from unhatched cysts and shells as cleanly as those from

previously used sources. Therefore, in subsequent transfer and

filtering, attempts were made to decant nauplii from the remaining

cysts. Unless otherwise stated, nauplii were harvested after 24 hours

of incubation in ASW. To transfer animals to other media they were

gently filtered on moistened Miracloth (Chicopee Mills Inc., Milltown,

NJ), washed quickly with glass distilled water and transferred using a

small stainless steel spatula.
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Media Composition and Preparation

The composition of the media used in this study is presented in

Table 1. Both the salt gland removal media (SGRM) and the basal salt

media (SGBS) were made from stock solutions and were prepared fresh

daily. Penicillin and streptomycin were added in some studies at 100 ug

ml-1 to SGBS. All reagents were of analytical grade and glass distilled

deionized water was used to make all solutions including the ASW.

Removal and Purification of Salt Glands

The standard protocol for removing salt glands from intact nauplii

and their purification is summarized in Table 2. Details of experiments

performed to develop this method are presented in the Results. The

protocol can be divided into three major sections: 1) rearing of

nauplii, steps 1-4; 2) incubation of nauplii resulting in removal of

salt glands from the whole nauplius, steps 5-8; and 3) purification of

the salt glands, steps 9-16.

Nauplii were reared and harvested as described above. Animals were

filtered onto premoistened Miracloth and transferred to the Erlenmeyer

flasks containing SGRM at room temperature. A relatively high surface

to volume ratio of the medium was necessary, especially at 37°C, to

prevent anoxia. Therefore increasing the volume or greatly increasing

the number of nauplii was not possible. The incubation time was kept

relatively constant at 8.5 hours because relatively large changes in the

susceptibility of the intact nauplii to rupture appeared to occur
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between 7 and 9 hours. This observation was examined in detail in later

experiments (see the length of incubation experiment). After

incubation, nauplii were filtered and washed into a beaker using minimal

volumes of SGBS. The slurry of nauplii (6-8 mls) was vortexed

vigorously in a 50 ml plastic conical centrifuge tube (2.5 x 15 cm),

allowing the mixture to sharply strike the cap to produce sufficient

shearing forces to rupture the nauplii and release the salt glands. The

initial method of producing shearing forces was a rapid and forceful

repeated pipeting of the intact naupliar slurry through a Pasteur

pipet. Vortexing was equally effective and large volumes could be

processed more rapidly.

After vortexing, the resulting slurry was filtered through 142 um

nylon mesh screen (6 cm diameter) to remove whole animals and cysts.

Large screens were held taut by being mounted in small plastic

embroidery hoops. Smaller screens were stretched across sections of 50

ml plastic syringes (2.5 cm x 2.5 cm diameter), and held in place by

rubber 0-rings or elastic bands. The screen was washed with SGBS (22°C)

using a wash bottle. The resulting tissue suspension was then filtered

onto a 70 um nylon mesh screen (2.5 cm diameter) to remove cell debris

and other small fragments. This screen was backflushed frequently with

SGBS into a small beaker to collect the salt glands and other retained

body fragments. The crude preparation was filtered a second time

through a whole 142 um mesh screen (2.5 cm diameter) to remove residual

cysts and intact nauplii. A 2.0 cm x 2.5 (diam.) column of 1 mm acid-

base washed glass beads was constructed in a 50 ml plastic syringe

barrel (2.5 x 10 cm). The crude salt gland preparation, generally 30-
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50 ml total volume, was then gently transferred into the pre-moistened

column using a siliconized Pasteur pipet. The column was eluted by SGBS

using gravity flow. The column was washed twice with SGBS and the

effluents collected in large plastic Petri plates.

The Petri plates were gently swirled with a rotary and rocking

motion which caused the salt glands and large particles to be

concentrated towards the center of the dish more rapidly than other

tissue fragments. The concentrated portion of salt glands was pipeted

onto a 70 um mesh nylon screen (2.5 cm diameter) and gently washed to

remove any remaining cell debris. The screen mesh was then backwashed

into a 6 cm Petri plate. The resulting final isolated salt gland

preparation was centrifuged in a 15 ml siliconized conical centrifuge

tube, at 200 xg in a Sorvall GLC-2 centrifuge to concentrate the salt

glands and then resuspended to a known volume in SGRM. Aliquots of this

tissue suspension were transferred as needed using a 1 ml volume

displacement pipet (Finn) with the disposable tip cut off to enlarge the

tip opening to approximately 2 mm to allow easier passage of the salt

glands.

Determination of Efficiency of Salt Gland Removal

A series of experiments was conducted to determine the effects of

altering the media composition and incubation conditions on salt gland

removal. Incubations were done as previously described in Steps 1-6.

The following method was used to determined what percentage of nauplii

had released intact salt glands under these various conditions.
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After incubation in SGRM, flasks were swirled and 2 mis of the brine

shrimp suspension were transferred to a plastic conical centrifuge tube

and vortexed for 5 seconds at maximum speed. A 0.5 ml aliquot was

removed and transferred to a small Petri dish and diluted with

approximately 5 ml SGBS. The Petri plate was inscribed with a grid

pattern of 1 cm squares to aid in counting salt glands and whole

shrimp. Preliminary results showed both whole shrimp and salt glands

had a nonuniform pattern of settling in the Petri plate, despite rapid

and vigorous swirling. Therefore, a diagonal of eight squares along one

diameter of the dish was scored for both salt glands and intact

nauplii. The Petri dish was agitated a second time by swirling and the

diagonal of eight squares recounted. The percentage salt glands removed

was calculated for each count by the following formula:

% SG removed
total No. SG removed

total No. SG removed + total No. intact nauplii
x 100%

This method assumes that all nauplii in the initial sample are

present and can be scored as either a remaining salt gland or as an

intact nauplius and that destruction of salt glands or nauplius did not

occur. The two replicated values determined for each aliquot were

averaged after arcsin transformation and the resulting average

reconverted to a percentage.

Preliminary results showed that variability existed between

replicate incubations done with different batches of hydrated cysts even

though cysts were from the same lot or from the same storage

container. Therefore, all experiments were replicated using three
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different sets of hydrated cysts and the standard 100 mM phosphate

removal medium was always included as a control treatment. The data are

reported as the mean t SEM with N being the number of hydrated batches

used, which is three for most experiments.

Effects of Media Composition on Salt Gland Removal from Intact Nauplii

Alterations in SGRM were prepared by combining stock solutions to

obtain the final composition and concentrations desired. The standard

protocol was generally followed to Step 6 and then the percent salt

gland release determined as described above. Data are the mean i SEM,

generally of three replicate experiments using individually hydrated

batches of cysts. Statistical tests were performed using arcsin

transformed data.

Effects of Time of Transfer to SGRM and Length of Incubation in SGRM on

Salt Gland Removal from Intact Nauplii

Three batches of cysts were hydrated and reared as previously

described. At 20, 24, 28 and 32 hours post-hydration, nauplii were

harvested from each of the replicate hydrations and transferred to

separate flasks for incubation in SGRM at 37°C. At two hour intervals

from 22 hours to 42 hours post-hydration, aliquots were taken from each

incubation flask and the percent salt glands removed was determined.

The data are the average from three different experimental replicates

performed simultaneously. The data were further analyzed, after arcsin
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transformation, using a two-way analysis of variance, model I design

(Sokal and Rohif, 1981).

Determination of Percent Salt Gland Contamination and Recovery

Efficiency

Salt gland suspensions were prepared as previously described.

Purity measurements of these suspensions were based on counts of salt

glands and total protein measurements of sample aliquots according to

the formula:

No. SG x Average ug protein per SG
Percent Purity = x 100%

total ug protein in sample

For each determination three 0.5 aliquots were sampled from the

preparation and the volume adjusted so that each aliquot contained 100-

200 salt glands. The number of salt glands in the sample was determined

by the averaging of two or three replicate counts. Each sample was then

centrifuged at 200 xg in a Sorvall GLC-2 and the medium removed with a

Pasteur pipet. Samples were frozen and either stored or thawed

immediately. Upon thawing, a known volume of distilled water was added,

generally 0.2 ml, and the samples homogenized with 20 strokes in a glass

microhomogenizer (Jenkins Scientific Ltd., England).

The amount of protein was determined on duplicate 10 or 20 ul

aliquots of the homogenate using a modification of the Lowry method

(Peterson, 1978). The total protein for the sample was calculated using
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the appropriate dilution factors and a standard curve using BSA (Sigma

Chemical Co., Fraction V).

The total protein per salt gland was determined for each experiment

using 100 to 200 salt glands that were isolated by hand micro-

manipulation under a dissecting microscope to 100% purity. Using this

exact number of salt glands, the amount of protein was measured. A

grand mean for several experiments has also been determined (Table II,

Chapter III).

The percent purity was determined for three replicate experiments

after proceeding to Step 6 and on seven replicate experiments after

proceeding to Step 16 of the standard protocol. The data are presented

as the mean ± SEM.

The efficiency of recovery of salt glands during isolation was

determined for three replicate experiments. The number of salt glands

was determined as described for percent yield after Step 6 and Step 16

of the standard protocol. The total number of salt glands was

calculated using the appropriate dilution factors.
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RESULTS

Salt Gland Removal: Preliminary Experiments

The initial method tried for removing salt glands was ultra-

sonication. A five second exposure of 20-24 hour nauplii at 50 watts

was effective in rupturing the animals and removing salt glands. Bright

field and phase microscopy showed a majority of the cells were attached

to the cuticle. Trypan blue vital dye exclusion (Methods, Chapter II)

together with phase contrast microscopic examination suggested that the

integrity of the cell membrane was maintained. Ultrastructural

examination of the salt glands, however, demonstrated severe disruption

of the cellular structure. Therefore, this approach was abandoned.

Enzymatic treatments using (chitinase and B-glucosidase,

individually and in combination) to digest or weaken the cuticle was the

second method investigated. Preliminary experiments were done to

determine pH and saline conditions which would allow nauplii to remain

viable without total loss of the enzymatic activity at 30°C and 37°C.

At least 30% of the B-glucosidase and chitinase activity was present at

37°C in a 100 mM citrate-phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) with 100 mM NaC1 as

compared to standard enzymatic assay conditions (Sigma Chemical Co.) in

pH 5.1 citrate phosphate buffer and no sodium chloride. Nauplii were

incubated in digestion media at a concentration of 0.01 - 0.55 g wet

weight m1-1 for 10-12 hours at 37°C. When animals from digestive enzyme

and control buffer incubations were subjected to shearing forces created

by vigorous suction and explusion through a glass Pasteur pipet, up to
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25% of the animals ruptured and released intact salt glands.

Furthermore, results indicated that more salt glands were released from

incubations containing B-glucosidase or both B-glucosidase and B-

glucuronidase than the control medium. Unfortunately these results were

not reproducible, and the use of digestive enzymes was discontinued.

Buffer substitution experiments showed that imidizole or phosphate

buffer could be substituted for citrate-phosphate buffer. Citrate-

phosphate buffer was most effective though in causing salt gland

removal, followed by imidizole and phosphate, respectively. Salt glands

removed using citrate-phosphate and imidizole media and examined in

bright field, 'phase and Nomarski differential optics retained a majority

of the cells which had numerous yolk platelets, and intact cellular and

nuclear membranes. Na+K ATPase activity values from citrate-phosphate

incubated nauplii were similar to those found previously (Ewing, et al.,

1974) indicating preservation of this important enzymatic activity.

However, ultrastructural examination of isolated salt glands

prepared from media using each of these different buffers showed that

cells in phosphate buffer were superior in overall appearance. A larger

number of different cell types was seen by bright field examination in

the crude preparation produced from phosphate buffered SGRM, while

examination by Nomarski differential optics showed the cells had less

cytoplasmic and nuclear swelling. Therefore, phosphate buffer was

selected for use in the removal media in all subsequent experiments.
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Salt Gland Removal: Effect of Temperature, Phosphate Ion Concentration,

pH, and Sodium Chloride Concentration

A series of experiments were performed to determine both the

necessary conditions for salt gland removal and those which would

maximize the number of salt glands produced. It was hoped insights into

the basic mechanism causing rupture of the nauplii would be gained as

well. The general approach was to alter the medium composition, ionic

strength, pH and incubation temperature and experimental conditions.

The effectiveness of each of these manipulations was judged by

comparison of the percentage to salt gland release obtained to that in

the standard SGRM containing 100 mM phosphate.

Increasing phosphate concentration or incubation time increased the

number of animals ruptured and generally increased the number of intact

salt glands present (Figure 1). The decrease in the percentage of salt

glands for the 10-hour exposure times in treatments with greater than

100 mM phosphate was caused by an increase in total destruction of all

types of tissues, including salt glands, as opposed to a decrease in the

total number of ruptured nauplii. The salt gland release in the 50 mM

phosphate treatment was very low, not significantly different from

zero. Therefore, this buffer concentration was used in subsequent

experiments to test the effect of substituting phosphate for other

compounds while maintaining the buffering capacity of the media.

Substitution of the SGRM for artificial seawater (ASW) indicated

that phosphate ion as well as an increased temperature of 37°C are

important factors in causing removal of intact salt glands (Table 3).
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Based on known concentrations and calculations of osmolalities, two

dilutions of 100% ASW were used. Sixty-two percent ASW is similar in Na

content to SGRM while 20% ASW has a similar osmolality. Neither of

these ASW dilutions caused release at either 30°C or 37°C. Addition of

100 mM phosphate to 20% ASW did cause a low release of salt glands.

Experiments substituting sodium chloride for sodium phosphate

confirmed ASW results and demonstrated that removal is not simply

dependent on the ion strength of the media. It also showed that

chloride cannot be substituted directly for phosphate. However, a

minimal sodium concentration is necessary for SGRM to be effective,

since lowering the sodium chloride concentration by 50% in the presence

of 100 mM PO4 reduced removal by 70%.

Experiments were performed to assess the effect of pH on salt gland

removal. The results were analyzed by regression analysis (after arcsin

transformation), resulting in the following equation:

Arcsin % removal = -2.767 pH + 36.1

This regression line and the original data are depicted in Figure 3.

The regression line was found to be highly significant indicating that a

large part of the variation could be explained by the change in pH

(Table 4). However, the analysis of variance for the different pH

treatments was not significant, which is not surprising considering the

unusually large standard errors in this set of experiments compared to

the others.

The effect of substituting phosphate for small molecules with

different properties was studied. These alterations included changing

the primary anion to sulfate, use of neutral molecules (mannitol and
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sucrose), and using a cation (choline) to replace phosphate. Also a

medium with EDTA, to reduce divalent cation concentration, was used.

All of these treatments not only failed to increasse the number of salt

glands removed, but caused a reduction compared to standard SGRM as well

(Figure 4). Furthermore, addition of 5 mM sulfate appeared to be

antagonistic to salt gland removal, causing a 57% reduction in the

percentage released.

Salt Gland Removal: Effects of Developmental Time and Length of

Exposure to SGRM

The experiment varying phosphate concentration (Figure 1) and

exposure period demonstrated that time is a factor in salt gland

removal. It was observed in all media substitution that few salt glands

were released before 6 hours of exposure to SGRM. Other preliminry

experiments indicated that age of the nauplii when placed in SGRM

affected the release of salt glands. Experiments were performed to

study these two time factors and any interaction between them.

The percentage of salt glands removed versus time data (Figure 5)

demonstrates that the number of salt glands released is strongly

affected by the length of exposure to SGRM. No salt glands are released

before six hours or after 12 to 14 hours of incubation. The decrease in

the percentage of salt glands after 10 hours, as explained in the

previous experiment, was caused by severe disruption of the animals, and

disintegration of tissues, not by a decrease in the number of animals

which ruptured or salt glands released. Disintigration occurred later
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for the nauplii transferred at 28 hours than for those transferred at 20

or 24 hours. At all times of transfer the period for maximum removal

was relatively brief, lasting between 2 and 4 hours, declining after 10

hours of exposure.

The time of transfer also affected salt gland release. Considering

the 10-hour incubation values, the percent released increased more than

two-fold from 20 to 28 hours, and then decreased slightly for the 32-

hour transfer.

Statistical analysis using two-way analysis of variance (Table 5)

confirmed this qualitative interpretation of the data. Using the data

for all times of transfer at 6, 8, and 10 hours of incubation, both

factors are highly significant in explaining the variation seen. The

interaction term is significant implying a synergistic effect between

these factors as well.

Salt Gland Removal: Empirical Development of Basic Salt Media

Development of a basal saline (SGBS) of Ringer's for Artemia nauplii

was hindered by the lack of a complete analysis of its hemolymph.

Sodium and potassium concentrations have been measured for several

developmental stages under a variety of conditions (Croughan, 1958b;

Smith, 1961; Russler and Mangos, 1978; Conte, 1977). Based on these ion

analyses and the observation that the activity of the Na+K ATPase is

greatest at a 20:1 Na:K ratio (Ewing, et al., 1974), 100 mM Na and 5 mM

K were used but light level microscopic observations and photo-

micrographs of isolated salt glands in SGBS containing varying levels of
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NaC1 from 50 mM to 300 mM suggested that 120 mM NaC1 reduced the amount

of osmotic swelling of the salt gland cells without causing large

changes in cytoplasmic appearance and nuclear morphology relative to

salt glands in the very hypo- or hypertonic media. Similar observations

were made of isolated salt glands in media with various levels of Ca++

(1-10 mM), Mg++ (1-10 mM) and pH (6.8 - 7.8). These results and values

reported for other crustacean Ringers (Lockwood, 1961; Mangum and Shick,

1972) formed the basis for selecting the composition of SGBS media

reported in Table 1. Sodium bicarbonate was added to the medium since

these animals are known to incorporate bicarbonate via intermediary

metabolism (Conte, 1980). The final osmotic concentration of SGBS was

calculated to be 272 mOsm which is slightly higher than experimentally

determined values (Conte, 1977; Russler and Mangos, 1978).

Observations of nauplii in early experiments noted that after

approximately four hours of incubation a majority of animals ceased to

swim, but would "recover" and begin swimming if transferred to ASW at

room temperature. However, this raised concern that other processes

might be affected by the incubation conditions. Therefore, it seemed

prudent to use a media approximating hemolymph composition as closely as

possible.

Salt Glands Isolation: Development of a Standard Method

In addition to problems usually encountered in cell separations two

additional difficulties were encountered in establishing a purification

method for the salt glands. First, the size range and density of
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contaminating tissue fragments was very large, including not only

fragments similar in size to the salt glands, but those which are both

smaller or less dense, such as single cells and yolk platelets, and

those much larger and more dense, such as the intact nauplii. Second,

the desired "cell type" consisted of a whole, intact epithelial tissue,

rather than individual cells, which is both larger and heavier than the

particles isolated in previously reported isolations.

The combined use of nylon mesh screens and a glass bead column as

described in Methods was the only successful protocol found for

isolating salt glands in relatively large quantities.

Preliminary experiments were conducted on the crude preparation

using various traditional cell separation methods. These included using

velocity centrifugation, unit gravity separation and density gradient

separations both being performed with continuous and/or step gradients

and gradients formed in situ. A variety of gradient materials including

sucrose, Ficoll, and Percoll were used with each of these methods. None

of the combinations consistently gave separations of either freshly

vortexed material (post Step 6) or of material partially separated

consisting primarily of salt glands and intestines. The major problem

was the formation of aggregates consisting of particles ranging from

single cells to whole nauplii. These aggregates formed rapidly

especially when layering preparations on density gradients with normal

volumes and dimensions and caused cross contamination of the different

gradient layers severely reduce their effectiveness. Both the

adhesiveness of the individual cells and organs and the appearance of a

clear viscous material within 15-20 minutes of rupture, which would
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collect all the material in a sample into a single gelatinous mass,

contributed to the formation of these aggregates. The composition of

this material is unknown. It was not digested by hyaluronidase, nor

prevented from forming by RNAase or DNAase at room temperature or

30°C. Increasing the Mg++ in the SGRM to 5 mM did seem to decrease its

rate of appearance. The only effective method to prevent aggregation

was to dilute the ruptured material with SGBS. Because this would have

resulted in volumes too large for standard centrifuge rotors, either a

drastic reduction in yield, or use of zonal and/or elutriation methods

would have become necessary. These methods require large volumes of

expensive gradient materials; therefore the centrifugation methods were

abandoned.

The availability of different precise nylon mesh screen sizes

allowed rapid separation of the majority of extraneous tissue fragments

from the salt glands. The 142 um mesh was found to retain whole nauplii

and most unhatched cysts, allowing passage of salt glands. The 62 or

70 um screen retained salt glands and allowed passage of the single cell

debris. Screen sizes between 70 and 142 um passed both salt glands and

intestines, in varying proportions. The smaller screen sizes allowed

mainly the salt glands to pass but the suspension was not contamination

free. Although each organ is different in shape, their linear

dimensions, length and diameter are often similar, being 130-150 um.

Furthermore many salt glands can assume a cylindrical shape similar to

the intestinal fragments such as when the edges are curled. Often the

intestines broke into shorter fragments causing an increased problem of

separation. Therefore the nylon screens failed to provide a clean
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separation between salt glands and intestines, with no preparation

containing better than 85% salt glands as a percentage of the total

number of salt glands and intestines.

A major achievement in successfully isolating salt glands was the

discovery that the glass bead column could separate salt glands from

intestines. It was thought initially that the glass bead column would

cause separation of the salt glands and intestines by their different

rates of passage through the interstitial space between the glass beads

because of size and shape differences, analogous to gel filtration.

Examination of the beads and the experimental observation that

siliconized beads are totally ineffective, demonstrated differential

absorption to the surface of the glass is a major and perhaps only basis

for separation.

Salt Gland Purification: Efficiency, Recovery, Yield and Purity of the

Final Preparation

Measurements of the efficiency in recovering free salt glands from

the crude tissue suspension and the purity of the salt gland preparation

are presented both qualitatively (Figure 6) and quantitatively (Figure

7). The number of salt glands and number and type of contaminants is

directly comparable between photomicropgraphs of each step, and

represent the actual density as the sample volumes and magnifications

were equivalent. Figure 6A shows the initial post-vortex starting

material after passage through the first 142 um mesh nylon screen, which

removes intact nauplii and cysts. The preparation still contains a wide
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range of material from single cells to pieces of thorax or abdominal

segments of ruptured nauplii (Figure 6A). By Step 11, after the use of

the series of nylon screens, most body and cell fragments have been

removed; salt glands and intestines are the majority of the remaining

tissue (Figure 6B). After the glass bead column and final 70 um mesh

screen the preparation appears free of intestines, body fragments and

single cells (Figure 6C). The final centrifugation removes a few small

body parts, and chitin fragments without cells, and concentrates the

isolated salt glands (Figure 6D).

The visual impression that essentially all extraneous material was

removed was confirmed by the evaluation of percent purity based on the

ratio of the salt gland protein to total protein present in a sample.

Of the total protein present in the preparation at Step 9, after

removing whole nauplii, only 3.3% t 1.6 (n = 3) can be attributed to the

isolated salt glands (Figure 7B). However, after the isolation

protocol, salt gland protein accounted for an average 88% (n = 7) of the

protein present, with values ranging from 68-120%, a forty-four fold

improvement.

The percentage of salt glands recovered in the final preparation

compared to those released and present at Step 9 was 23% t 3.0, n = 3.

The total number of salt glands at Step 6, calculated from counts of

sample aliquots was 22104 ± 1449, while a total of 5178 ± 783 salt

glands was calculated for the final preparation. Inspection of screens

and the glass bead column showed that most or all of this loss occurs

due to salt glands not eluted from the glass bead column. Additional

washings beyond those listed failed to elute additional salt glands.
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A summary of the salt gland purification results from the

combination of the removal and isolation technique is presented (Table

6). The final incubation conditions resulted in an average percentage

of 6.2% i 1.0 (n = 5) of the nauplii releasing salt glands. The number

of cells per salt gland was previously determined for the intact animal

(Hootman, et al., 1972), and was confirmed by cell counts from

photomicrographs in the present study, to be between 50 and 70 cells

(see Chapter II). Presumably all the cells are chloride cells as no

obvious differences were seen in light microscopy. This question is

considered more carefully in Chapter II. From these values, and the

average number of salt glands in the final preparation, the number of

chloride cells produced from each 28 gram batch of nauplii is calculated

to be approximately 2.5 x 105 cells with an average purity of 88%.
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DISCUSSION

Although preliminary experiments using ultrasonication and enzymatic

hydrolysis failed, they provided essential information for the

successful removal of salt glands. Ultrasonication demonstrated that

the original idea of using a naturally weak, susceptible breakpoint in

the cuticle between the salt gland and the body of the nauplius could be

used to remove salt glands in batch rather than by individual

dissection. Unfortunately, ultrasonic treatment severely injured the

cells.

Enzymatic hydrolysis, under conditions which in preliminary

experiments had shown chitin to be hydrolyzed, proved ineffective.

Whether this reflected a low rate of hydrolysis by chitinase, or

insensitive of cuticle structures to chitinase and B-glucosidase was not

pursued, because results of incubations with buffer alone showed promise

as a removal technique.

Successful removal of salt glands from batches of nauplii depended

on the discovery that incubation of nauplii in anionic buffers at 37°C

caused a small percentage of animals to be susceptible to rupture,

leaving the salt gland free and intact.

In analyzing the results of experiments utilizing various incubation

conditions and medium composition, two hypothesis were considered. The

first is that the animal is uniquely permeable phosphate and some other

buffer species either through the partially formed intestine or, more

importantly, the cuticle. When the concentration in the medium is

sufficiently high, they enter along the concentration gradient, causing
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osmotic swelling of the animal. These turgid animals are postulated to

be more susceptible to breakage when shear forces are applied. The

second hypothesis is that entry of these compounds causes either

disruption of normal physiological processes, such as cuticle formation

or the activation of lytic enzymes. A modification of the lattr

hypothesis is that these physiological alterations occur, but are

mediated by changes in hemolymph or intracellular Ca++ levels. This

could occur by the formation of calcium phosphate or chelation by the

organic acid buffers. Citrate is known to be effective in this regard

(Nelson and Krass, 1955).

The first experiments substituting ASW for SGRM demonstrated that

salt gland removal is time and temperature dependent and requires the

presence of phosphate buffer. The effect of 20% ASW further indicates

that osmolality and sodium concentration are not the critical factors.

The lack of removal of salt glands in 30°C SGRM shows that an important

temperature effect exists. These data suggest that phosphate has unique

properties which cause salt gland removal, but they do not distinguish

between special permeability or physiological effects causing release.

The result that few salt glands were removed when phosphate was

added to 20% ASW was unexpected. Both media have similar osmotic and

sodium and phosphate concentrations. Because both have low levels of

Ca++, approximately similar losses of PO4= due to calcium precipitation

would be anticipated. The major difference in the two media is 5 mM

SO4= in ASW (Table 1). In a subsequent experiment this level of SO4=

added to SGRM was antagonistic to salt gland removal. Sulfate anion

alone could not be substituted for phosphate in SGRM (Figure 4).
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Because these two ions are similar in both charge and size, it seems

unlikely that permeability would account for the difference in

results. These data suggest that sulphate interfered with a

physiological, rather than physical process involving the phosphate.

When phosphate concentration was varied from 50 to 300 mM, a dose

response effect was observed which is consistent with either

hypothesis. Although the lack of linearity is inconsistent with the

idea that simple diffusional or osmotic forces drive the removal, a

complex nonlinear relationship could exist between media concentration,

phosphate diffusion rate and hydraulic conductivity. Also, a threshhold

effect was observed. Varying the concentration from 50 to 100 mM

phosphate increased the number released almost 10 times for the 8-hour

incubation. This established 100 mM phosphate as the lower limit

feasible for release of salt glands on a routine basis.

Experiments substituting NaC1 for phosphate confirmed that removal

is not caused simply by increasing the external osmotic concentration of

the medium because osmotic concentrations with NaC1 were equivalent to

or higher than those with phosphate SGRM. Sodium concentrations would

be similar in both media, but sodium and chloride levels internally are

regulated over a large range of external concentrations, and therefore

hemolymph levels would not be little altered. The result that reducing

sodium in 100 mM phosphate SGRM decreased salt gland release was

unexpected. It is particularly inconsistent with an osmotic swelling

hypothesis; keeping the permeant ionic species concentration constant

while decreasing the osmotic pressure of the medium relative to the

hemolymph should increase water loading by the animals.
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The substitution of phosphate for small molecules having different

formal charge also failed to cause removal of salt glands. All of these

molecules are small, with molecular weights similar to phosphate and the

nauplius would be expected to be permeable to them, especially since

larger more complex molecules, such as inhibitors, as well as

bicarbonates and amino acids, do gain entry within 8 hours of exposure

(Conte, et al., 1973; Conte, 1977). The brine shrimp can be remarkably

impermeable to even some small molecules, and without uptake studies the

entrance case for these compounds is not certain (Croghan, 1958;

Hootman, et al., 1972). Therefore, although not conclusive these

results also suggest that the effect of phosphate on intact nauplii is

not based on a simple osmotic process.

The results using 25 mM EDTA and reduced levels of divalent cations

in the media suggests that chelation of Ca++ is not the basis for salt

gland removal. However, as for the other compounds a similar problem

exists for interpreting these data. Divalent cation levels would be

expected to be depleted under these conditions, either by entry of EDTA

or by leaching, but it is not known if such a reduction occurs, or to

what degree it would cause physiological change.

Although pH affects salt gland removal, as demonstrated by the

significance of the regression, its magnitude is less compared to the

other alterations in SGRM examined. A full pH unit change results in an

order of magnitude change in H+ concentration and an 85% change in the

H2PO4 concentration present. This resulted in a proportionately

smaller, 34%, reduction in salt gland release. For other experimental

manipulations there was either an equivalent or greater order of
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magnitude change in the percentage of salt glands released; 50%

alterations in SGRM composition causing 50-80% changes in release. The

data suggest, however, that the more protonated species of phosphate

anion is more effective in salt gland removal. Differential

permeability of phosphate species probably explains this pH effect

because the form of the phosphate ions in either intra- or extracellular

fluids would be determined by their pH.

The gradual slope of the pH curve shows that there is relatively

little change in the percentage yield of glands across the pH range

expected to be physiologically optimal for crustacean cells. The pH of

larval Artemia body fluids is not known, therefore in these studies a pH

of 7.6 was chosen, as this value is close to those often reported for

other crustaceans (Lockwood, 1961; Mangum and Shick, 1972). It may be

possible to lower the pH gaining some increase in yields, as the actual

body fluid pH, may be lower at 37°C (Dr. C.P. Mangum, personal

communication).

The experiment to examine the effect of time of transfer to SGRM and

the length of incubation demonstrated that both of these parameters

significantly influenced the number of salt glands released. Conversion

of these results into interpretations about the specific ages or age

limits of nauplii's susceptibility to the SGRM is complicated by the age

distribution which exists within each group of animals transferred to

SGRM at a particular time. The populations used were asynchronous and

from emergence curves done previously (Hand and Conte, 1982), it is

known that the nauplii emerge as early as 10 hours post-hydration to as

late as 24 hours with the majority appearing between 14 and 20 hours.
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Therefore, there is a six hour range in age for the most frequent age

classes represented at each transfer time. Stated differently, for the

group transferred at 20 hours there is by 30 hours a fairly large

portion of animals which are equivalent to 30-35 hours old and in the 28

hour transfer group at 38 hours fairly large numbers are 33-35 hours

old, resulting in a considerable overlap of actual ages between the two

groups. Increases in salt glands removed for the 28 hour versus 20 hour

transfer groups after 8 or 10 hours of exposure may reflect the greater

susceptibility of the older animals to the incubation conditions. An

alternate explanation is that more animals above some unknown critical

age are in the group transferred at a later time and that above this

critical age there is little additional increase in susceptibility to

rupture when treated with the incubation medium. Either condition would

result in the increased salt gland release for the differing times of

transfer. The decrease in release seen in one 32-hour group suggests

that either there is an upper age limit to susceptibility or a reduction

in sensitivity to the medium as animals age. A similar experiment using

highly synchronous populations with no overlapping of the actual ages of

the nauplii presumably would distinguish between these two

possibilities.

Another important deduction from this experiment is that prolonged

exposure causes destruction of the nauplii, and the susceptibility to

destruction differs for the different transfer times. The primary

evidence for this is that although in the 20 and 24-hour transfers

destruction of the nauplii occurred by 12 hours of exposure in the 28-

hour sample, a large number of salt glands were released at 12 hours and
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destruction occurred much later (14 hours). Furthermore, if only

release of salt glands was being affected by the SGRM, then the 20 and

24-hour transfer times should show increases in the number with release

eventually being equivalent to the 28 or 32-hour groups, because more

animals reached the critical age or period of sensitivity. This is not

observed; in the early transfer groups salt glands release is in effect

truncated when the nauplii are destroyed after fewer hours of exposure

to SGRM than when nauplii are transferred at later times. This implies

that if nauplii are exposed to SGRM incubation conditions before some

critical age or period they are more sensitive to complete destruction

than when exposed later.

Therefore, several interacting factors appear to result in the

pattern and timing of salt gland release seen in this series of

experiments. The incubation appears to sensitize nauplii to both

rupture and to complete loss of integrity such that total

distintegration of the animal occurs. Both the sensitivity to salt

gland removal and complete destruction are affected by the age of the

nauplius and the length of incubation at 37°C in SGRM. As seen

previously they are also affected by the phosphate concentration.

Because of the overlap in ages in this experiment it is impossible to

place definite age limits on these phenomena, but it appears that

nauplii transferred into SGRM later are more susceptible to rupture and

less susceptible to disintegration than those transferred at earlier

times.

The biological mechanism is unclear. With the complexity of

interactions and timing it is attractive to suggest that interference
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with some important physiological process, such as chitin synthesis, is

occurring. However, coupling changes in phosphate and/or water

permeabilities with changes in cuticle fragility through this period of

development could also provide an adequate explanation.

The final removal and isolation protocol was chosen to obtain the

maximum number of salt glands, utilizing the mildest incubation

conditions possible. It was considered worthwhile to sacrifice some

yield in exchange for limiting the exposure of the nauplii to the 37°C

SGRM incubation, so that detrimental effects on the salt gland cells

would be minimized, while still producing a sufficiently large yield of

cells for experimentation. Incubating 24-hour nauplii in 100 mM

phosphate SGRM for 8 hours at 37°C was considered the optimum set of

conditions. Characterization of the tissue produced using these minimum

conditions provide a basis for evaluating tissues under other, possibly

harsher incubation conditions which would result in large quantities of

salt glands. Also, previous work in this laboratory generally was done

using animals at 24-30 hours post-hydration; thus results could be more

readily compared. Transfer at 24 hours coupled with 3 hours of exposure

also allowed for convenient timing and use of the preparation.

Purification of the salt gland is dependent on two techniques; use

of nylon screens to separate salt glands from contamination on the basis

of size and use of a glass bead column to separate salt glands from most

similarly sized body parts, particularly the intestines. In Table 7 the

results from this study and those from other specialized epithelial

preparations are compared to provide an additional basis on which to

judge the success of the salt gland isolation protocol. The data show
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that the purification scheme is quite effective on the average producing

a forty-four fold enrichment with a final purity of 70-100%. The

average purity of 88% compares very favorably with values for other

epithelial cell preparations. However, at present, the range of

purities from replicate preparations is fairly large and the source of

this variation is unclear. It may stem from variations in batches of

nauplii, experimental technique and variations in the actual time of

removal. The latter varied by only 30 minutes, but the relatively rapid

change in the percentage released around 8 hours and the change in

production of other unwanted body fragments may contribute to important

alterations in the amount of contamination.

The percent recovery of salt gland cells is somewhat lower than for

most other epithelial cells but is comparable to yields of chloride

cells from salt water adapted ducks. As discussed, most loss occurs

within the glass bead column. Because the column appears function by

absorption, improvements may be possible. Of special interest are

alterations of the bead charge and charge density by the use of beads

other than glass, or coating the beads with materials like polylysine.

Varying the ionic strength and composition of the medium may also elute

more salt glands. Other alterations include changing bead size or size

distributions, flow rates, sample to column volume ratio and the size

and shape of the column.

Both the absolute number of cells produced and the yield per gram of

starting material is low for this preparation at present. Approximately

2.5 x 105 cells are produced from 28 grams of nauplii, while in other

tissue, 1-10 million cells often are obtained from a gram of starting
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material. The production of chloride cells from avian salt gland is

particularly effective, even considering the somewhat lower overall

purity of the preparation. However, the cell separation in this study

starts with the whole animal, of which the salt gland represents

approximately 1% of the total cells present (Clegg and Conte, 1980).

Other epithelial preparations start with the particular tissue of

interest, which is in effect enrichments of the cell type on both a

percentage and per gram basis over the whole animal.

Obtaining larger numbers of salt glands is quite feasible. Large

numbers of brine shrimp are easily and inexpensively produced. Using

this laboratory's current rearing capacity a six-fold increase resulting

in production of approximately 1.5 x 106 cells could be obtained

readily. Few inherent limits are anticipated as to the scale of

increase possible for the present removal and purification scheme. It

should be possible to increase incubation volumes, screen sizes and

glass bead columns to any desired size. One forseeable limitation is

the volume that can be vortexed at one time. Because other methods of

producing shear are known to be effective, it seems reasonable that this

step could be scaled up as well.

This study has also shown is that it may be possible to isolate

intestinal cells. The preparation at Step 11 consists almost

exclusively of salt glands and intestine fragments, with the latter

appearing to predominate. Therefore a second Artemia epithelial tissue

could be studied in vivo and provide a basis of comparison for work with

the isolated salt glands.
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The initial goals of this study were accomplished with the

production of an isolated and purified salt gland preparation. Other

criteria presented in the Introduction, including the important question

of cell viability, are considered in the subsequent sections of this

report.
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Table 1
Media Composition

Salt Gland Media (mM) Instant Ocean (mM)

Removal Basic Salt

NaC1 100 120 Cl 520

KC1 5 5 Na 440

NaHCO3 5 5 SO4 25.5

MgC12 5 5 Mg 50

CaC12 1 1 K 9.5

Na2HPO4-NaH2PO4 100 10 Ca 14

Buffer pH 7.6, 22°C HCO3 2.3

Penstrep 100 mg m1-1
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Table 2
Protocol for Removal and Purification of Crustacean Salt Glands

1 Hydrate brine shrimp cysts 1 hour at room temperature in

deionized water.

2 Transfer 15 grams wet weight of cysts to 500 ml Instant Ocean in

a 2800 ml Fernbach flask.

3 Incubate cysts at 30°C with rotary shaking at 34 RPM.

4 Harvest nauplii at 24 hours.

5 Filter nauplii and transfer to SGRM at 2g 50 ml-1 in 250 ml

Erlenmeyer culture flask.

6 Incubate nauplii for 8 hours in reciprocal shaking water bath at

37°C and approximately 60 strokes per minute.

7 Filter nauplii and resuspend in basic salt medium (SGBS) at ig

8 ml-1.

8 Vortex slurry at maximum speed for 5 seconds.

9 Filter preparation through a 142 um mesh nylon screen.

10 Filter preparation onto a 70 um mesh nylon screen and backwash

with SGBS to collect tissue.

11 Filter preparation through a 142 um mesh screen.

12 Pass preparation through glass bead column. The column is

composed of 1 mm diameter acid-base washed glass beads, (2.0 cm

diam. x 2.5 cm) and is eluted by gravity flow. Total volume

capacity above the column is approximately 35 ml.

13 Wash column twice with 30 ml aliquots of SGBS. Collect and

combine effluents.

14 Concentrate salt glands by swirling Petri plates (optional).

15 Filter preparation onto 62 um mesh screen. Wash with SGBS and

then backwash to collect tissue.

16 Centrifuge for 2 minutes at 200 xg.

17 Resuspend salt glands to the desired concentration per ml.
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Figure 1. Effect of incubation length and phosphate concentration on
percentage removal of salt glands. Twenty-four hour nauplii
were incubated at 37°C in SGRM with varying concentrations of
sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.6. Percentage salt gland

removal was evaluated as described in Methods. Samples were
taken after 6 (E), n = 3; 8 (0), n = 3; 10 (0), n = 2;
hours of incubation, for all concentrations except 150 and
200 mM phosphate, (6 and 8 hours only). Data are mean
percent ± SEM from replicate experiments.
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Table 3

Effect of Incubation Temperature and Various Media
On the Percentage Removal of Salt Glands

Incubation Temperature

Media 30°C 37°C

SGRM 0 9.0

20% ASW + 100 mM PO4 0 2

20% ASW 0 0

62% ASW 0 0

100% ASW 0 0

Mean percentage of salt glands is removed in two replicate

experiments.

ASW is artificial seawater.
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Figure 2. Effect of combinations of sodium phosphate and sodium
chloride on the percentage removal of salt glands. Twenty-

four-hour nauplii were incubated at 37°C in media containing
the varying combinations of sodium chloride and sodium
phosphate buffer (pH 7.6) shown. Percentage of salt gland

release was evaluated as in Methods. Data are mean ± SEM, n

= 3, replicate experiments.
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Figure 3. Effect of pH on salt gland removal.
SGRM was prepared using phosphate buffer stocks adjusted to
the desired pH at 37°C. Salt gland release was evaluated as

described in Methods. Data points are the mean ± SEM, n = 3

experiments. The regression line was calculated using arcsin
transformed values, and is given by y = -2.717 + 36.1 and was
significant at p < 0.001.
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Table 4.
Regression Analysis of pH Effects

DF SS MS

Among Treatments 6 37.1 6.2 0.856

Regression 1 25.7 25.7 11.3*

Deviation from Regression 5 11.4 2.28 0.314

Within Treatment (Error) 14 101.4 7.24

Total 20 138.5

P < 0 001 DF is degrees of freedom, SS is sums of squares, MS is
crit '

mean square the appropriate ratio of mean squares.
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Figure 4. Effect of substituting small molecules for phosphate on the

percentage removal of salt glands.
Media were prepared using stock solutions and composition is

as in standard SGRM (Table 1), but with only 50 mM phosphate
buffer and addition of the following compounds; mannose
(Mann.), sucrose (Sucr.), choline chloride (Chol.) and
ethylenediaminetetra acetic acid, tetrasodium salt (EDTA).

SGRM + 5 mM SO4 contains standard SGRM. Data are mean i SEM

for n = 3 experiments.
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Figure 5. Effect of time of transfer and length of exposure to SGRM on

the percentage removal of salt glands.
Percentage release data for each sample are plotted against
hours post hydration of cysts. Nauplii were transferred from
ASW at 30°C to SGRM at 37°C at 20 hours (0), 24 hours
( O), 28 hours ( ()) and 32 hours ( Tv). Every two hours

post transfer, the percent salt gland release was determined

as described in Methods. Data are mean ± SEM for 3 replicate

experiments.
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Table 5.
Two-way Analysis of Variance for Developmental

and Incubation Effects

DF SS MS

Length of Incubation 2 1273 636 245**

Time of Transfer 3 119.2 39.7 16.1**

Interaction 6 48 8 3.25*

Error 24 59 2.45

Total 35 1499

DF, SS, MS and F as in Table 4.

Fcritical

DF 0.05

(*)

0.01
(**)

2, 24

3, 24

6, 24

3.40

3.01

2.51

5.60

4.72

3.62
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Figure 6. Photomicrographs of steps in the salt gland isolation

protocol. All are magnified equally (85X). Figures 6A-6C

can be compared directly as to the concentration of various

types of fragments. Representative fields were photographed

of aliquots sampled without concentration or dilution. In

Figure D salt glands have been concentrated.

Figure 6A. Post Step 9. Nauplii and cysts have been removed. Large

amounts of small cellular debris are evident as are several

salt glands and intestines.

Figure 6B. Post Step 11. Most small fragments have been eliminated,

some concentration of material has occurred, and more salt

glands per unit volume are present. Intestines are probably

the major contaminant.

Figure 6C. Post Step 14. Almost all contaminants have been removed.

Many of the few remaining cells are probably salt gland cells

as judged by size, density of cytoplasm, and number of yolk

platelets.

Figure 6D. The preparation has been concentrated by swirling the Petri

plate. There is relatively little tissue except salt glands

present, which for the most part, are intact and retain the

majority of their cells.
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FIGURE 6C and 6D
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Figure 7. Percent recovery and percent purity of the isolated salt

gland preparation. Figure 7A: Numbers of salt glands were
calculated from counts of total salt glands in sample
aliquots of the preparation after Step 9 for the post-vortex
preparation value and after Step 16 for the final preparation

value. Data are mean i SEM for three replicate

experiments. Figure 7B: Purity is based on protein
measurements and salt gland counts at the same steps and

determined as described in Methods. Data are mean f SEM for

n = 3 for post-vortex preparations and n = 7 for final

preparation.
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Table 6.

Summary of Salt Gland and Cell
Recovery in the Final Preparation

% Salt glands removed 4-10%

from nauplii by vortexing

Approximate number of
salt glands per 28 g wet
weight of nauplii

Number of 911s per
salt gland o-)

Number of cell types
per salt gland

Approximate number of
cells in final isolate

5,000

50-70

1

250,000

(1) This study and Hootman, et al. 1972.



Table 7.

Summary of Isolation Protocol Results for Specialized Epithelial Cells

Cell Type % Recovery % Purity

No. Cells per unit
starting Contaminating
material Cell Types Reference

Fish Cl-cells 50-70 3x106(fish)-1 multiple Hootman and
Phillpott, 1978

Avian Cl-cells 39 FW1 60-80 8x108(. wet wt FW)-1 3 Hootman and

26 SW 3.5x10'(g. yet wt.
tissue SW)-i

Ernst, 1980

Total Urinary2
bladder

34 50-80 3x106 (g.,wet wt
tissue)i

2-4 Rossier et al.,
1979

Rabbit mammary
gland cells

30-40 70 1x108(g.,wet wt.
tissue)" i

2-4 Kraehenbuhl,
1977

Brine shrimp 23 70-100 9x103 (g. vet wt. multiple This study

Cl-cells

1 Cells were isolated from ducks on low salt (FW) and high salt (SW) diets.

2 Multiple fractions were obtained. Data are representative.
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Chapter II.

Structural Characteristics of the Isolated Salt Gland

INTRODUCTION

Description of the morphology of isolated tissues and cells is an

important aspect of their characterization. Comparisons between the in

vivo and in vitro morphology are necessary to determine what alterations

have occurred and to assess, if possible, to what degree these

alterations will have important effects on both basic cellular function

and those unique to the tissue or of special experimental interest. The

in vivo brine shrimp salt gland structure has been previously described,

using light microscopy, scanning (SEM) and transmission (TEM) electron

microscopy, providing a good basis for morphological studies of the

isolated salt gland (Conte, et al., 1972; Hootman and Conte, 1972;

Hootman, et al., 1975). Such studies were particularly valuable in the

early stages of this project before isolation methods had been

developed, and when functional parameters could not be used to

characterize the tissue without interference from other cell types.

Because the organ was removed as an intact unit, it was possible to

characterize both the tissue-organ level of organization as well as the

cellular and subcellular levels. Study methods included several types

of light microscopy, SEM and TEM.

Experiments to localize the Na+K ATPase are also described. This

enzyme is known to be essential for ion transport in most species and a

variety of tissues including extra-renal organs (Frizzel, et al., 1978;
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Towel, 1981). The subcellular localization of this enzyme has been

determined and has proved crucial in other tissue to understanding the

physiology of salt secretion. By various techniques it has been shown

that Na+K ATPase is located almost exclusively on the basal-lateral

membranes of all tissues examined to date (Ernst and Mills, 1980).

Impermeability of the brine shrimp cuticle had prevented the certain

access of reagents to all cell surfaces, thus precluding localization of

the Na+K ATPase in the intact nauplius. Therefore, because of the

importance of obtaining the subcellular localization of this enzyme and

the feasibility of using small amounts of tissue without complete

purification of the salt gland, experiments were initiated very early in

this project.
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Light Microscopy
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Isolated salt glands were prepared as previously described (Chapter

I) and held in SGBS. They were examined using an Olympus model IMT

inverted microscope with bright field and phase optics. A Zeiss

microscope was used for Nomarski differential optic views and

examination of thick sections. Photomicrographs were taken using a

Nikon camera system with an automatic exposure attachment.

Scanning Electron Microscopy

Isolated salt glands were prepared by incubating nauplii as

previously described and rupturing them in SGBS by use of repeated

expulsion from a Pasteur pipet. The tissue was fixed in 2.5%

glutaraldehyde and 1% 0s04 in SGBS, then transferred to small fiber

capsules for subsequent handling up through and including critical point

drying. Dehydration was done using in succession, 50% ETOH, 90% ETOH,

and 100% ETOH, followed by 1:1 100% ETOH:TCF (trichlorotrifluroethane),

2:1 ETOH:TCF, and 100% TCF. Critical point drying was performed in a

Bomar SPC-900 apparatus.

The tissue was carefully shaken out of the capsules onto glassine

paper. Static charges attracted the tissue sample to the surface of a

speciment holder held just above the sample, which had been previously

coated with double sided cellophane tape. The specimen was gold-lead
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(60:40) coated in a VE-10 vacuum evaporator apparatus and examined with

an AMR-1000 scanning electron microscope.

Transmission Electron Microscopy

Brine shrimp were incubated in removal medium at 37°C as previously

described (Section I). In early studies the intact nauplii were

ruptured in SGBS by vigorous repeated suction and expulsion through a

Pasteur pipet and the resulting freed salt glands fixed immediately. In

later studies the protocol previously described was used to remove and

isolate salt glands. There was no apparent difference in the structure

of salt glands produced by these two methods. Among the variety of

fixation methods tried the following gave the best preservation of

ultrastructure: Fixation I: 2.5% glutaraldehyde and 1% OSO4 in SGBS at

pH 7.6 or 7.2 for 30 minutes at room temperature (22°C). Tissue was

dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol and embedded in low viscosity

Spurr's (Mix E). For ease of handling and to minimize loss of salt

glands, it was found best to exchange fluids by first pelleting the

tissues by gentle centrifugation at 100 x g for 3 minutes. Embedding

was done either in flat molds or by pelleting salt glands into the tip

of a pointed Beem capsule. The first method allowed exact orientation

and precise cross-sectional cutting, while the second often allowed

several different salt glands to be sectioned simultaneously. Sections

were cut using a Porter-Blum MT-1 or MT-2 ultra-microtome. Thick

sections were stained for several minutes with a 1% methylene blue, and

1% borax solution at 50°C for 1-5 minutes and photographed using a Zeiss
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microscope. Thin sections were mounted on 75 x 300 copper mesh grids or

on larger mesh or slotted Formvar-coated grids. Sections were stained

with saturated aqueous uranyl acetate solution and lead citrate

(Reynolds, 1963) and were observed using either an RCA EMU-3H or a

Philips 200 electron microscope.

Chemical Localization

In the first set of experiments the method described by Mayahara and

Ogawa (1980) was used. Their procedure was followed closely except that

incubation times in the cytochemical reaction medium were extended.

Isolated salt glands were prepared according to the previously described

protocol. The standard SGBS media was removed by washing the tissue

twice with 4°C SGBS buffered with 10 mM cacodylate, pH 7.2. Fixation

was done with 2% formaldehyde, 0.5% gluteraldehyde in cacodylate

buffered SGBS (Fixation method II), for 60 minutes at 4°C. The tissue

was washed twice in a solution of 250 mM sucrose, 10% DMSO, 10 mM

cacocylate buffer, pH 7.2 and stored approximately 12 hours at 4°C in

this solution. The cytochemical reactions were then performed. Reagent

stocks were kept cold until use, and combined just prior to addition to

the tissue. The complete reaction medium was prepared from the stocks

as previously reported and contained the following: 250 mM glycine-KOH

buffer, pH 8.8, 4 mM Pb citrate, 25% DMSO, 10 mM p-nitrophenylphosphate,

10 mM Mg, 45 mM K and 2.5 mM Levamisole. In the "no K" treatment NaOH

was substituted for KOH in preparation of the reagents. All incubations

were done at 22°C. In the first experiment incubations were for 3 hours
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and two treatments were used, medium with the complete set of substrates

and one with no NPP. In the second experiment incubations were for 1.5

hours and the treatments included 1) the complete medium, 2) complete

media less NPP, 3) complete plus 10 mM ouabain, 4) complete media less

potassium, 5) complete media less Levamisole, 6) complete media less

Levamisole plus 10 mM ouabain. Following the cytochemical reaction the

tissue was washed twice in 100 mM cacodylate buffer, pH 7.7 containing

8% sucrose and then postfixed for 30 minutes at room temperature in 1%

0s04, 4% sucrose in 100 mM cacodylate buffer, pH 7.2. After two

distilled water rinses, the tissue was dehydrated, embedded and examined

as previously described.

A second series of cytochemical experiments were performed using the

method developed by Ernst (1972). Isolates were prepared as described

and were fixed with 1% paraformaldehyde, 0.25% glutaraldehyde, 6.0 mM

NaC1 in 100 mM cacodylate buffer pH 7.5 (Fixation III) for 2, 5, or 10

minutes at 4°C. The fixative was removed and the tissue washed twice

with 100 mM Tris-HC1 buffer pH 7.5 and twice with 250 mM sucrose in

Tris-HC1 buffer pH 9.0. The standard cytochemical reaction mixture

contained 5 mM NPP, 10 mM MgC12, 20 mM KC1, 20 mM SrC12, 10 mM L-

Cysteine and 50 mM Tris at pH 8.9. The concentration of buffer was

reduced from the previously reported method as preliminary experiments

indicated that Tris inhibited brine shrimp potassium-nitrophenyl-

phosphatase (K-NPPase) activity in unfixed intact animal and isolated

salt gland crude homogenates. The 50 mM concentration was the limit at

which the buffering capacity could maintain a pH of approximately 9.0.

Either the complete medium above or one containing no potassium but with
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10 mM ouabain was used. Cytochemical reaction mixtures were incubated

at 30° or 37° for 60 or 120 minutes. Following the reaction, tissues

were washed once with room temperature 100 mM Tris buffer pH 9.0,

containing 250 mM sucrose and then exposed to two 5-minute washes of 2%

PbNO3 in 250 mM sucrose solution. This was followed by three brief

washes with 250 mM sucrose in 100 mM cacodylate buffer, pH 7.5 and then

post-fixation in 1% 0s04, 60 mM NaC1 buffered with 100 mM cacodylate, pH

7.5. After washing in distilled water the tissue was processed and

examined as previously described, but generally examined unstained.
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The in vivo structure of the brine shrimp larval salt gland has been

described and is reviewed here briefly as a basis for examining the

structure of the in vitro preparation (Hootman and Conte, 1975; Hootman,

et al., 1972). The larval brine shrimp salt gland consists of a dome-

shaped epithelium covered by a thin cuticle on the dorsal surface of the

thorax. The epithelium is a single cell layer approximately 34 um

thick, consisting of 50-70 cells. The epithelium lacks a basement

membrane, the cells being firmly attached to the cuticle by their apical

surface. There appears to be little continuity between the salt gland

cells and the thorax epithelium, and the salt gland cuticle is also

demarcated by a circular transitional band between it and the thorax

surface. A relatively large hemocoel underlies this epithelium. Two

sets of muscles traverse this hemocoel, one horizontally between the

antennae and a second dorso-ventrally with their attachment point at the

central apex of the cuticle dome.

Based on ultrastructural examinations, each cell can be divided into

three general regions, apical, central and basal. The central portion

is characterized by the extensive tubular labyrinth and contains most of

the numerous mitochondria. Often within the apical region the numbers

of mitochondria and tubular labyrinth are reduced although some lumens

appear to extend almost to the apical plasma membrane. The apical

plasma membrane has extensive foldings or projections which are
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intimately associated with the endocuticle. The basal region contains

the nucleus, yolk platelets and extensive glycogen deposits. The

tubular labyrinth also extends into this region and is continuous with

the extracellular space of the hemocoel. Cell contact appears to be

very intimate, making distinction between cells difficult in the basal

region. These cells show structural features consistently found in both

invertebrates and vertebrate transporting epithelia. The most important

of these are the location of the epithelium between the "blood" and

fluid space, numerous mitochondria and the elaboration and structural

alteration of both the apical and basolateral plasma membranes. The

latter usually has a complex morphology, such as the tubular labyrinth

system, which encloses the mitochondria forming intimate membrane and

organelle configurations termed "mitochondrial pumps" (Karnaky, 1980;

Conte, 1980).

Light Microscopy

The salt gland is released intact from the ruptured nauplii (Figure

1A). The dorso-ventral muscle must break close to the cuticle during

vortexing as fragments of this tissue are never seen in association with

isolates. The cuticle breaks at or below the transition band which can

be seen as a thicker region of the cuticle in light microscopy,

particularly with Nomarski differential optics (Figure 1B). When viewed

with scanning electron microscopy it appears as a crenulated edge in

both the isolated salt gland and intact nauplius (Figure 3A). Cross-

sections examined by light microscopy or TEM show a thicker darkly
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staining region of cuticle at the very edge of the organ (Figures 20 and

4). The TEM view suggests that it is a thickened extension of the outer

layer or exocuticle (Figure 4). It is the rupture of the cuticle along

the entirity of this transition zone which allows the salt gland to be

removed as a complete structure. This confirms the original hypothesis

that a breakpoint, similar to that between body parts of adult

crustaceans, occurs at this location, which can be manipulated to remove

salt glands in mass.

The isolated glands have an approximately circular shallow, dish-

shaped appearance, which is the same diameter, approximately 130 um, as

the in vivo organ (Figure 1). Frequently, however, at least one edge is

folded or curled over on itself and in many cases extreme folding occurs

resulting in an irregular, triangular or cigar-shaped appearance (Figure

1). Occasionally the salt glands are seen in which there has been a

reversal of the cuticle curvature. This high degree of flexibility

exists in the in vivo cuticle as well. In this study, free swimming

nauplii were observed in a highly viscous medium (30% polyethylene

glycol, 100,000 MW, in ASW). With each swimming stroke of the antennae

there was a deep inward dimpling of the salt gland dome apex, which

produced a partial reversal of the dome curvature, presumably due to

contraction of the dorso-ventral muscles. With such flexiblity, it is

not surprising that alteration in the salt gland morphology occurs in

vitro after the dome edges have been freed. Mechanical stress due to

forces produced by rounding of the cells may also contribute to this

folding.
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Complete mechanical disruption of the epithelium following its

removal might be anticipated, considering the flexibility of the

cuticle, the lack of basement membrane and that the only cell attachment

point is the apical-cuticle contact. However, most salt glands retain

the reported in vivo number of cells, 50-70 per organ. The arrangement

of cells is also well preserved. They consistently form a pattern of

irregular rows or concentric rings which corresponds well to the pattern

observed by SEM of the apical surface of the intact nauplius (Figure 1,

2A, 3A, and 3C). Rarely seen are salt glands which have lost more than

half of their cells, and most appear to have no losses or only one or

two cells missing (Figures 1, 2A, and 3A). Also, rarely observed are

cuticles without any cells or large groups of cells partly or completely

detached from the cuticle. The presence of cells on the convex surface

of cuticles which have completely reversed curvature, with cell-cell

contacts completely disrupted, demonstrates how tightly these cells are

attached. Therefore, it appears that both cell-cell contact and cell-

cuticle contact are very resistant to mechanical disruption, with the

attachment to the cuticle being the stronger bond.

Clear light microscopic examination of the individual salt gland

cells was possible for the first time using the isolated organ. In the

intact naupliar tissue, thickness and the numerous yolk platelets

obscured cell details. Bright field observation shows cells in standard

SGBS maintain a spherical shape with an approximate diameter of 34 um.

Yolk platelets appear to be numerous and associated with all cells

present. These appear as both light and dark perfectly spherical

inclusions. As viewed by phase (not shown) or Nomarski differential
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optics many cells are highly refractile, both at the cell edge and

internally, presumably not only due to the plasma membrane but also due

to the large amount of internalized membrane, including those forming

the tubular labyrinth, yolk platelets, and mitochondria (Figure 1B).

This refractility, and the yolk platelet bodies themselves, tend to

obscure cellular details usually visible using this optical system. An

exception occurs in severely swollen or artificially flattened cells,

which show a marked reduction in refractility and alteration of the

cytoplasm to a more granular appearance (Figure 1B). Frequently cells

at the center of the salt gland have this appearance as well as looking

somewhat thinner, and the cell borders are less distinct in bright

field. Salt glands are occasionally seen in which all the cells have

this appearance. Cross-sections of both in vivo and isolated salt

glands demonstrate that cell height does vary and the cells towards the

center are generally shorter. Therefore, it is not known if this

altered appearance represents normal variation or damage to individual

cells more centrally located. The latter is possible as the dorso-

ventral muscle insertion runs directly through or between cells in this

region. The nucleus when visible with Nomarski differential optics

appears perfectly round with a slightly wrinkled texture or with

numerous dimples and pits and with a single nucleolus visible, depending

on the focal plane.
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Scanning Electron Microscopy

SEM examination of the isolated salt gland confirms and extends the

light level observations. The shallow dish-like morphology and

arrangement of the cells is very evident with the increased depth of

field. Observation of the basal surface provides definitive evidence

for the lack of basement membrane, for even if present as a tightly

adhering layer, it would be clearly visible in the space between

cells. The flexibility of the cuticle can be seen from the foldings

visible in the basolateral perspectives (Figure 3A) and apical views

where the cuticle has remained tightly opposed to the underlying tissue

(Figure 3B). Most individual cells are seen to have a relatively smooth

rounded appearance without external features clearly corresponding to

the tubular labyrinth. Yolk platelets appear as spherical bodies

associated with the salt gland surface, apparently in the extracellular

space, although they may be covered by the plasma membrane or a thin

layer of cytoplasm. At high magnification numerous large smooth bulges

appear which, due to their size, probably correspond to platelets within

the cells (Figure 3C). On some cells the basal surface has small blunt

projections. These may correspond to loops of membrane, some containing

mitochondria which are seen in cross-sectional views by TEM (Figures 4

and 6).

The structure of the isolated salt gland seen by SEM corresponds

well to that seen in previous studies of the intact nauplius.

Particularly striking is the similarity in appearance of the apical view

(Figure 3C) with the same in vivo and between the batch isolated glands
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in this study and those removed by hand dissection. These results are

good evidence that little structural alteration has occurred during the

removal and isolation protocol.

Cell-Cell Contact

The functional integrity of an isolated epithelium as opposed to an

isolated cell preparation is largely dependent on maintaining junctions

between the cells. The general structure of cell-cell contacts is best

examined by combining observations from light level, SEM, and low

magnification TEM. Bright field and Nomarski optics show that many

cells are in contact, or at least are in close association with

neighboring cells, as the shapes of adjacent cells tend to conform to

one another (Figure 1 and 2A). The cell bodies do, however, have a

range of contact from two or more cells which appear to have a large

amount of surface in common (Figure 2B), to very thin cytoplasmic

bridging between cells, to wide separations (Figure 2A, B, and C). High

magnification using Nomarski differential optics also shows a thin layer

of cytoplasm, close to the cuticular surface, and which appears to be

continuous between cell bodies. This can be best seen where the loss of

a cell exposes the cuticle, and the near cuticular surface of the salt

gland (Figure 2C). In SEM, cell outlines are clearly visible through

the apical surface of the cuticle (Figure 3B) and, compared to the basal

view of the cells, the apical distance is reduced. Thick sections and

low level TEM micrographs confirm that contact between adjacent cells is

often greatest in the midregion with the basal and apical cell borders
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being separated. The thin contacts seen in cross-section by TEM (Figure

4) probably correspond to the cytoplasmic bridges and/or the thin layer

of cytoplasm seen by light microscopy. This separation along all or a

portion of the cell borders is a major alteration from the in vivo

tissue where cells are so closely interdioitated along their entire

length it is difficult to discern the individual cell bodies.

Transmission Electron Microscopy

Ultrastructural examination of the isolated salt glands demonstrates

that, despite alterations in subcellular structure, most of the in vivo

characteristics of these epithelial cells are retained, including a

definite apical to basal polarity (Figure 4). The cell's structure can

be divided into two general regions; a relatively narrow apical portion

just below the cuticle, and the larger basal portion which is primarily

characterized by the extensive tubular labyrinth. These regions are

similar to those described for the in situ cells but the correspondence

is not perfect. The primary difference is the absence of clearly

delineated basal and midregions since the nucleus is more centrally

located and the storage compounds, glycogen and yolk platelets, are

distributed throughout the cell rather than being largely restricted to

the most basal portion of the cell, as reported previously.

The changes in generalized subcellular morphology may represent

alterations due to the isolation, but previous cross-sections of intact

nauplii show a similar pattern of overall cell structure (Hootman and

Conte, 1975). Therefore differences in age of nauplii studied and the
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differing strains (San Francisco Bay versus Great Salt Lake) may account

for many of the discrepancies from the previous descriptions.

The nuclear structure corresponds very well to that in vivo. It is

large and maintains its approximately cross-sectional oval shape without

evident distortion by swelling or shrinkage. The heterochromatin is

abundant and dense, being randomly but evenly distributed. The

nucleolus also stains intensely, but only one is seen per section plane,

versus one to four reported for the cells in vivo. At higher

magnifications an undistorted nuclear membrane with clear nuclear pores

can be observed (Figure 5A).

The apical region is characterized, in part, by being relatively

devoid of the tubular labyrinth. Also it is approximately delineated by

a length of specialized plasma membrane (Figure 5A). This structure,

described more completely below, appears to demarcate the apical plasma

membrane from the more basal portion and be involved in cell to cell

contacts. As in vivo, portions of the tubular system do extend into

this apical region of the cell and are occasionally found very close to

the plasma membrane. Mitochondria are abundant, often appearing

slightly clustered, but are generally not in close association with the

labyrinth tubules. There are comparatively larger amounts of "ground"

cytoplasm, which in some cells contain small groupings of glycogen

particles. Yolk platelets are found throughout in the cell but were

generally less abundant in this region. Relatively little rough

endoplasmic reticulum (RER) was seen in cells processed by conventional

means, but was frequently observed in cells fixed by Method II for use

in cytochemical experiments. In cross-section RER generally appeared as
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relatively small, long thin ovals of membrane with ribosomes attached

around the circumference, and the cisternae appeared slightly more

electron dense than the tubular labyrinth lumens (Figure 6C, 7, and

8). An important feature of the apical plasma membrane is the numerous

folds or projections previously described as apical infoldings. In

general, they have a stacked and folded-over appearance with both

longitudinal oblong and oval profiles being seen. They are closely

apposed to the endocuticle in most regions except where the cuticle and

tissue are occasionally separated, possibly due to fixation shrinkage

and/or mechanical buckling (Figure 4). Frequently in the isolated salt

glands, the tissue and cuticle were separated by a sufficiently large

gap to allow these plications to extend freely. In these cases they

appear to be blunt rounded projections of the apical plasma membrane.

Furthermore, they are arranged in small groups or tufts with several

projections stemming from a common base. At higher magnification, the

projections are seen to extend into or are embedded in the matrix of the

endocuticle, which suggests that they are the primary site of bonding

between the cell and cuticle. The interior is continuous with the

cytoplasm, having the same granular appearance, including the presence

of numerous small electron dense particles (Figure 5C). There was no

evidence that the interior was continuous with the endocuticle as

previously suggested (Hootman and Conte, 1975). The mechanism forming

these projections or the presence of internal supporting structures

could not be determined. Cytoskeletal elements such as microtubules

could not be clearly identified but the isolation and fixation

conditions were unlikely to be conducive to their preservation.
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Most of the cell, the basal region, is permeated by the tubular

labyrinth. The extent of this structure is particularly visible at low

level magnification by TEM, especially in the isolated salt glands, due

to expansion of the labyrinth lumens (Figure 4). This alteration in

appearance of the tubular labyrinth is a major change between the in

vivo and in vitro appearance of the salt gland cells. There appears to

be an increase in lumen diameters, a decrease in the number of lumen

cross-sections per unit area, and a decrease in the width (volume) of

cytoplasm surrounding the tubule lumens and mitochondria. These

observations suggest that an imbalance between cell fluid and medium

osmolality is causing shrinkage of the cytoplasm resulting in some or

all of these changes. Alternatively, the mechanical stresses discussed

previously may stretch the cells, expanding the lumens. At the most

basal border of the cells large open loops of membranous material are

often seen, composed of thin strands of cytoplasm clearly continuous

with the cell, and with a double plasma membrane border, suggesting they

are probably portions of the tubular labyrinth, although unusually

distorted. In other cases (Figure 6A) there are what appear to be loops

of membrane alone which appear loosely associated with the cell surface

beneath which typical labyrinth or plasma membranes can be seen. The

most plausible explanation for this material is that debris from damaged

cells occasionally adhere to the cell surface.

Another major difference in the isolated salt gland cell

ultrastructure is the appearance of the mitochondria. In most cells a

majority of the mitochondria appear neither swollen nor shrunken but to

varying degrees the cristae structure lacks crisp definition and within
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a given cell all mitochondria had a similar appearance. The degree of

heterogeneity of appearance can be seen in Figure 6, which represents

three different salt glands. Surprisingly, the cristae generally

appeared better preserved in cells which had been processed for

cytochemical experiments by Fixation II.

Because cells in which the mitochondria cristae structure was well

preserved also had relatively larger amounts of glycogen particles, more

RER and more clearly defined ground cytoplasm, it appears that the

cristae provide an indication of the general preservation of normal cell

structure. The mitochondrial ultrastructure seen in Figure 4 and 6A is

typical of most of the cells examined. However, cells are observed with

both poorer structure and with much sharper cristae definition such as

those as seen in Figures 6B and 6C.

Several important features of the basal region are retained

unaltered in appearance. The tubular labyrinth has the same meandering

anastomosing appearance as in vivo and, in the most basal region of the

cell, its continuity with the extracellular space can be observed

(Figure 6). The numerous mitochondria in close association with the

labyrinth often form characteristic groupings termed mitochondria pumps

(Copeland, 1967; Conte, 1980). The very close apposition of the plasma

membrane and outer mitochondrial membrane is most clearly observed in

cells with the best ultrastructural preservation, but can also be seen

even when the mitochondria are not well defined in appearance. The

rough endoplasmic reticulum occasionally appeared to be organized in

concentric sheets surrounding yolk platelets (Figure 6C). This

structural organization may reflect function characteristics as the yolk
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platelets are known to be storage sites for metabolic and synthetic

precursors including high energy phosphate compounds (Warner, 1980).

The amount of glycogen varies considerably from cell to cell, some

appearing to have depleted it drastically. In most cases stores

appeared reduced compared to cells in vivo, with large patches of

particles being infrequently observed, but some small clusters were

retained, being distributed throughout the cell, even in very thin

regions of cytoplasm.

Yolk platelets were most abundant in the basal region. Often they

were located very near the plasma membrane and in some cases appeared to

be partly extruded from the cells with only a thin boundary layer of

cytoplasm or plasma membrane surrounding them (Figure 4). Their

abundance was greater than in vivo, and although varying in size, they

were generally larger with diameters similar to or greater than the

nucleus being common. In a few cells, there appeared to be two

populations of yolk platelets, one darker, osmophilic type and a lighter

variety. Also, rare images were seen in which breakdown of both of

these types appeared to be occurring.

Several other organelles were described in studies of the intact

nauplius including golgi apparatus and multivesicular bodies. Both were

infrequently observed in either region of the isolated cells, but

appeared largely unaltered.

As has been described, TEM showed that adjacent isolated salt gland

cells usually were separated from one another along most of their

length, but some points of contact were retained. The region between

cells frequently contained damaged cytoplasm particularly when despite
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tight points of contact there were large regions of separation along

most of the adjacent cells length. This damaged cytoplasm was rarely

observed when adjacent cells were drawn far apart so that all points of

contact were broken or when a cell was clearly absent. This material

was composed of abundant anastomosing membrane, with a spongy

appearance, mitochondria, and little or no cytoplasm; that which was

present was more electron transparent and granular compared to that

within the cell bodies. The mitochondria were generally enclosed in

loops of membrane, and often swollen, as were their cristae (Figure

5A). The overall appearance was that of the basotubular labyrinth which

had been damaged and swollen and/or mechanically distorted. In no case

was this material clearly associated with only one of the adjacent

cells, and there was no structural demarcation such as an easily traced

plasma membrane border. Therefore, the precise origin of this material

was not determined, and to do so would require serial sectioning of

different regions of several salt glands. One possibility is that it is

from a third damaged cell interdigitated between the two others. This

seems unlikely as observations from light microscopy showed cell

configurations were rare which would produce cross-sectional views of

the junction between three cells. A more likely explanation is that it

is portions of the closely interdigitated basal region of the

immediately adjacent cells which have been disrupted and damaged

possible primarily by mechanical means by the opposing forces of cell

adhesion, cell rounding and cuticle flexion.

An interesting feature of the region between adjacent cells was a

structural specialization of the lateral plasma membrane (Figures 5A
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and 7). Consistently this length of the plasm membrane was composed of

two thickened and electron dense regions separated by a short length of

plasma membrane having normal appearance. The more apically located

structure generally appeared broader and darker, but much shorter than

the lower structure. In most cases these structures were paired

appearing approximately opposite one another on the two adjacent cell

surfaces (Figure 7B). Cells with unaltered contacts in this region were

extremely rare, but occasionally in fortuitous sections this region was

seen in cross-section without any apparent disruption (Figure 7A). The

longer region can be clearly seen as a double structure, one from each

cell, tightly opposed along most or all of their length. Beyond this

region the plasma membrane is typical in appearance being thinner and

the two cell membranes are not in contact (Figure 7A). As stated, these

special membrane structures appear to demarcate the apical and basal

lateral regions of the cell (Figure 4). It was possible in some cross-

sections to trace typical plasma membranes continuously both from the

upper structure to the apical projections and from the lower structure

down the cell border into the basal lateral region (Figures 7B and

7C). At high magnification the lower structure appeared to have a

series of light and dark horizontal stripes similar to those described

for septate desmosomes. The upper structure generally appeared as two

parallel electron dense structures (Figures 7B), but was seen to be

similar to the lower structure in at least one case (Figure 7B and

7C). The location and morphology of these structures strongly suggest

that the upper and lower structures correspond to an apically located

desmosome and a septate junction respectively.
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In vivo septate junctions have been shown to occur at the apical

pole of the cell. Due to their lack of clear septa further study will

probably identify them to be of the smooth or continuous type. Also, in

vivo close to the apical surface a thicker, darker structure is

observed, separated from the longer structure by a short region of

plasma membrane, which appears to be a spot desmosome (unpublished

observation). Therefore, in vivo the cell junctions are similar to

those described in more detail for other invertebrates (Noirot-Timothee

and Noirot, 1980). In vitro it appears that both of these special cell

contacts have been damaged. The major problem with this interpretaiton

is the doubled appearance of structures seen in this study.

Na+K ATPase Cytochemistry

Experiments were initiated in the early stages of this study to

determine the subcellular location of the Na+K ATPase. The expectation

was that, as in all chloride extra-renal cells reported to date, it

would be found primarily on the basal lateral plasmal membranes (Ernst

and Hootman, 1981). The techniques tried were
3H-ouabain autoradio-

graphy and two different cytochemical methods. The results of the 3H-

ouabain experiments are described elsewhere (Chapter III). The

cytochemical observations are described below and are representative of

the least equivocal results. A major problem in interpreting these

experiments was that the heterogeneity described for the ultrastructure

of the isolated salt glands was even more evident in the response to

cytochemical reagents.
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The initial sets of experiments were performed using the method

developed by Mayahara and Ogawa (1980). Major departures from previous

ATPase cytochemical methods are the use of DMSO to treat the tissues and

directly trapping the enzymatically produced phosphate with lead, which

is present as a chelated complex. This latter technique currently is

gaining interest as a more direct method of trapping the phosphate

reaction product without causing inhibition of the enzymatic activity

(Chayren, et al., 1981). The pattern of reaction product deposition for

the two experiments was the same for 1.5 and 3-hour incubation periods,

although, as expected, the density of a positive reaction was greater

for the 3-hour samples. Reaction product was observed on the tissue

only in samples in which all the substrates were present in the

cytochemical reaction medium and in which at least one inhibitor had

been deleted. The deposit appeared as small fine black particles,

localized on membrane surfaces (Figure 8). Membranes showing heavy

deposits included the apical projections, the outer mitochondrial

membranes, the tubular labyrinth and some yolk platelet borders. No

deposits were observed on clearly identifiable RER or nuclear

membranes. Yolk platelets occasionally were surrounded by concentric

rings of deposits, some of which may have been on RER associated with

them. No other clearly identifiable endoplasmic reticulum showed a

reaction product. Thin loops within the tubular labyrinth appeared to

be most heavily labeled, but the deposits in this region were less

intense than those on other structures and their distribution was not

consistent or uniform. The opposite was true for the outer

mitochondrial membrane, which appeared to be both the most consistently
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and most heavily labeled structures. Where membrane sidedness could be

determined, the deposit in all cases was cytoplasmic, which is

consistent with Na+K ATPase activity.

Elimination of any of the enzyme substrates from the reaction

mixture abolished the reaction product (Figure 9). In the absence of

NPP the tissue is free of deposits which clearly demonstrates that the

positive tissue reaction is due to enzymatic activity and not from

nonspecific lead precipitation. In comparison to results reported in

other studies the tissue was remarkably clear of these nonspecific lead

deposits. Removing potassium and adding ouabain both completely

eliminated the deposition product, which is consistent with the

deposition product being specifically caused by the Na+K ATPase enzyme

activity. Preliminary evaluation of treatments with ouabain but no

Levamisole suggest that a small amount of the deposit is due to alkaline

phosphatase activity but this was restricted to the tubular labyrinth

membranes.

There was considerable heterogeneity of the tissue response, with

variations in the amount of reaction product seen even between adjacent

cells on the same salt gland, as well as between salt glands. None-

theless, it can be definitely concluded that the deposits seen are the

result of enzymatic hydrolysis of NPP. In no case was a reaction

produce observed in which the treatment was designed to inhibit

enyzmatic ATP hydrolysis or in treatments designed to prevent trapping

of the reaction product.

Because of the unusual results obtained in the first experiments, a

second set of cytochemical experiments were performed with the widely
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used method developed by Ernst (1972). This was done since preliminary

Na+K ATPase assays, using intact nauplii and isolated salt glands,

indicated that Tris buffer reduced activity substantially. The basic

technique was modified by slightly reducing the Tris buffer

concentration to 50 mM, which was adequate to maintain the pH.

Cytochemical treatments were limited to samples with the complete

reaction mixture or one in which potassium was omitted and ouabain

added. Various combinations of fixation times, and times and

temperatures of incubation for the cytochemical reaction were

employed.

A relatively small proportion of the samples have been evaluated,

even partially, to date. It appears that the heterogeneity of tissue

response is even more pronounced with variations in reaction products

occurring not only between salt glands and between cells within a single

gland but also within regions of a single cell. The most common problem

is that deposits fail to occur in samples treated with the complete

reaction mixture. However, occasional deposits were seen in the no-

potassium and ouabain treated samples. Interpretation of the results is

further complicated by deposits appearing to be of two different types,

a fine smaller one which is widely distributed on all structures,

apparently being non-specific, and a heavier, larger type, generally

restricted to the basolateral membranes, and which probably represents

the enzymatically produced reaction product. Despite the ambiguity of

the cytochemical results, important information was obtained about the

fixation and cytochemical reaction conditions. Tissue incubated at 30°

and 37°C showed no deterioration in ultrastructure compared to those at
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room temperature. Also, it was found that tissues fixed for 2-5 minutes

have poor ultrastructural quality, but it was adequate, allowing all

important subcellular features to be identified. Tissue fixed for 10

minutes had an ultrastructural appearance equivalent to preparations

using longer fixation times.
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DISCUSSION

Removal of the brine shrimp salt gland as a single intact unit

confirmed a major premise on which this study was initiated. That is

that due to a natural break point in the cuticle, a batch method, as

opposed to individual hand dissection, for removal was possible.

Development of this method and evaluation of its effectiveness has been

previously described (Chapter I). Because the epithelium was removed as

a unit, comparisons between the morphology of the salt gland in vivo and

in vitro could be made at both the tissue-organ level and cellular

levels of organization. To summarize the comparisons between the in

vivo and in vitro salt gland, the important features of this epithelium

have been listed and their appearance evaluated semi-quantitatively

using a simple scoring system (Table 1). Of the twenty-eight

characteristics considered, approximately two-thirds showed little or no

alteration from those previously described for the intact nauplius. The

five morphological features which were altered to a considerable degree

are: cell-cell contacts and integrity of the epithelium, the structure

of the tubular labyrinth and the structure of the inner mitochondrial

membranes. The significance of these alterations can be only partly

assessed and to do so requires not only the observations from this study

but correlation with the functional characteristic determined for the

isolated salt gland (Chapter III) as well as information about other

chloride cells.

The lack of definition of most mitochondrial cristae may be a

structural indication of alterations which resulted in the decrease in
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oxygen consumption by the intact nauplius during exposure to the removal

conditions. Respiration rates decreased by 50%, probably due to

temperature inactivation of enzymes (Chapter III). Animals exposed for

different periods in the removal medium have been sampled. The

ultrastructure has not been sufficiently examined to date however to

confirm or refute a definite correlation between alterations in

mitochondrial structure and function. The isolated salt glands do

retain predictable responses to the effects of various compounds known

to affect oxidative phosphorylation although the rate of respiration is

considerably higher than for the intact nauplii. Therefore, although

alterations clearly have occurred, mitochondrial function is not

completely impaired.

Invaginations such as the basolateral plasma membrane tubular

labyrinth are important features common to most if not all salt

secreting epithelia (Karnaky, 1980). A variety of explanations of

structural-functional relationships have been proposed. Most

investigators have suggested that in addition to an increased surface

area for exchange, a standing sodium gradient is formed, possibly due to

unstirred layer effects within the labyrinthal membranes combined with

the action of the Na+K ATPase. This sodium gradient is generally

thought to provide the electrochemical gradient resulting in the

transepithelial movement of salt, with sodium moving paracellularly

through the cell junction and chloride moving transcellularly, although

an hypothesis emphasizing the role of sodium gradient in cell volume

regulation has also been proposed (Silva, et al., 1977, Ernst and Mills,

1977; Frizell et al., 1979; and Kirschner, 1977). In the larval brine
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shrimp, the chloride cells are constantly and vigorously bathed in the

hemocoel due to locomotory movements. If fluid exchange occurs within

the labyrinth, then in this animal at least, the tubular labyrinth may

provide a homeostatic function reducing the diffusional distance between

the body fluids and all parts of the cytoplasm, even those very close to

the external hypersaline environment. Regardless of the precise

function of the basolateral structure it is clearly important to the

function of these cells. Alterations in its structure, such as those

observed in this study, could have important effects on ion transport.

Expansion of the lumens should change the fluid movement and exchange,

possibly altering the concentration of ions within the labyrinth. Until

ion transport studies can be performed, the physiological importance of

the structural morphology cannot be clearly defined. The enzymatic

data, however, suggest that there is little or no alteration in

function. Measurements of Na+K ATPase specific activities for crude

homogenates of the salt gland in this study were the highest obtained

from any assay of brine shrimp tissue and little different from values

obtained from quick frozen salt glands (Chapter III).

Several of the alterations observed related to changes in cell shape

and cell to cell contact, and particularly important, disruption of

apical cell junctions. The loss of tight cell-cell contact on ion

transport is unknown. Initial studies of ion movements in isolated cell

preparations of the avian salt gland indicate that ion movements are in

the expected direction (Hootman and Ernst, 1981). However, some effect,

at least on kinetics, would be expected since the forces generated by

the electrochemical gradient across an intact epithelium do not exist in
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an isolated cell preparation or when cell junctions are appreciably

altered, creating low resistance pathways, as may be true of this

preparation.

The above discussion has concentrated on important features of the

isolated salt gland, which show major alterations. However, to

reiterate, a majority of the morphological characteristics showed little

or no change. Some of these such as apposition of the plasma membrane

and outer mitochondrial membrane or the maintenance of overall

structural polarity are equally important and strongly imply good

structural-functional integrity. The latter feature, along with clearly

visible cell junctional markers, is unique as most isolated epithelia

are single cell preparations and neither of these features are generally

distinguishable (Amsterdam and Jamison, 1974). Furthermore, even those

features which appear most disrupted, retain activity as judged by the

functional characterization experiments (Chapter III). As with the more

general questions of cell viability no one cell feature or even set of

morphological characteristcs can definitely establish the in vitro state

versus in vivo state of tissue or cell preservation. It can be

reasonably concluded from the observations made in this study, that much

of the in situ structure has been retained in the isolated brine shrimp

salt gland, and therefore this preparation is useful for in vitro

studies of normal cell activity.

In addition to accomplishing its major goal, this study has resulted

in a reinterpretation of some of the conclusions previously drawn about

the in vivo structure of the salt gland. It was reported earlier that

it consisted of two cell types, dark cells which were comparatively

mitochondria rich and light cells (Conte, et al., 1972). It was also
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suggested that the SEM views of the apical surface having dark and light

regions corresponded to those cell types as well (Hootman and Conte,

1972).

Differences in Artemia strains and exact nauplius age used in the

two studies presents a constant problem in comparing the results.

However, no evidence was seen by either light level or electron

microscopy for more than one cell type. The structure of all salt gland

cells appeared identical, the height of cells towards the center being

the only obvious difference. Major variations in electron density,

staining characteristics, or numbers of mitochondria were not generally

apparent. SEM views of the apical surface in this study were possible

only with the cuticle in place, so some features, such as the apical

projections could not be observed. Cell borders, however, were clearly

visible with the cell shape and circumference corresponding well to that

seen in basolateral views. Identification of the light and dark regions

seen in vivo as being two different cell populations distorts the

number, size and arrangement of the cells seen by other techniques in

both studies. Therefore it seems likely that the light regions observed

previously correspond to the apical projections, which being raised

above the cell surface appear lighter than the dark region which is

formed by the apical cell surface, of both adjacent cells. The actual

cell borders are not visible, probably because of excellent preservation

of cell contacts. Using this interpretation, the apical projections

have a relative dense but somewhat irregular distribution which follows

the shape of the cell border. This description corresponds well to the

observations of the apical projections for both studies made by TEM.
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Providing a salt gland isolate with good preservation of in situ

morphology provides opportunities for further studies of both the

specific structure of the isolated salt gland and experiments with

broader implications as to structural-function relationships in chloride

secreting cells. The importance of the cell junction has been described

above. It should be a relatively straight forward task to clearly

define the brine shrimp cell-cell contacts both in vivo and in vitro

using techniques such as lanthanum impregnation and freeze fracture,

which have been used successfully with other invertebrates including

crustaceans (Noirot-Timothee and Noirot, 1980). Comparative studies

between invertebrates other than insects and the much better defined

vertebrate systems would be of considerable interest (Claude and

Goodenough, 1973; Ernst, et al., 1981; Martinez-Pelomo and Eris,

1975). The preliminary investigations of Na+K ATPase localization are

discussed below, but they clearly demonstrated that reagents permeate to

all cell surfaces. Therefore cytochemical and immunocytochemical

studies to localize both membrane bound and cytoplasmic enzymes are

feasible and could be conducted in the near future as antibodies to both

s-MDH and the Na+K ATPase have been prepared and in the former case,

used successfully in quantitative immunological studies (Hand and Conte,

1981a). Particularly interesting investigations include subcellular

location of individual enzymes, as well as the possibility that

metabolic-transport enzyme complexes, similar to those for which

functional evidence has been recently found in the red blood cell, could

be demonstrated cytochemically (Fossel and Solomon, 1981).
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Continuous culturing of the chloride cells has not been accomplished

for cells from any extra-renal organs to date in part because only

recently have isolated cell preparations been produced (Hootman and

Ernst, 1980). Although the salt gland cells are terminally

differentiated, they are from an early stage in development, and used as

the initial explant might result in establishing a successful culture.

If such culturing is possible, and if formation of sheets of tissue

could be produced, then correlations between electrophysiological and

biochemical studies would be facilitated, much as has been the case with

the MDCK kidney cell lines (Wright, 1981). Even if this were not

possible, maintenance of these organs in a true culture medium might

reverse some of the structural damage which has occurred, including

reestblishment of normal cell-cell contacts.

Electrophysiological studies have been accomplished using individual

intact brine shrimp (Conte in preparation). Using similar techniques it

may be possible to perform similar studies and additional measurements

using isolated salt glands, particularly if the cell junctions retain or

can reestablish their in vivo properties. Measurements of

transepithelial conductance values would provide an excellent functional

measurement of the condition of the cell junctions. Even if

transepithelial measurements are not feasible, intracellular

measurements, including ion activity and "patch" electrode experiments

of basal lateral and apical plasma membrane, may be possible.

Although specialization of chloride cell apical membranes occurs in

all species studied to date, and recently morphological changes have

been observed during salinity adaptations, little is known about either
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the functional characteristics or how structure and function correlate

at this cell surface. The structure of the isolated salt gland is

unique in comparison to other chloride cells and many epithelial

preparations in that it is a single cell layer of relatively large

cells, whose polarity can be clearly identified in vitro and whose

apical surface is large compared to other cells from extra-renal

organs. Therefore, study of the apical plasma membrane could be

facilitated by use of those cells due to ease of orientation.

The cytochemical experiments are far from complete at this point and

several problems have been encountered. Taken at face value, the most

successful results suggest that the Na+K ATPase is primarily located in

the basal lateral region, but occurs on the apical membrane as well.

Within the basal region deposits are seen not only on the plasma

membrane, but in association with the yolk platelets and the outer

mitochondrial membrane. However, these results are inconsistent with

any previously reported to date. The Na+K ATPase has never been

associated with any structure other than the plasma membrane, (Ernst and

Mills, 1980; Ernst and Hootman, 1981), and has been considered a

definitive marker in cell membrane fractionation studies (DePierre and

Kernovsky, 1973). Furthermore in biochemical characterizations of the

brine shrimp enzyme a majority of the activity was shown to be

associated with a microsomal fraction and could be separated from

mitochondria] markers. A small amount of Na+K ATPase activity was

associated with the mitochondrial fraction, but could be attributed to

microsomal contamination (Peterson, 1975).
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An alternative interpretation of these results is that at least part

of the potassium sensitive activity, especially that associated with the

mitochondria, is an entirely different enzymatic activity such as a H+K

ATPase. The difficulty is that the ATPase activity shows ouabain

sensitivity, which is a highly specific inhibitor of Na+K ATPase. A

probable explanation is that much of the apparent localization is an

artifact, due to production of phosphate at one location and diffusion

and precipitation of the reaction product at membrane surfaces.

Inhibition of NPP hydrolysis would of course eliminate deposits at all

locations.

Clearly, considerable additional work is needed to obtain an

unequivocal localization of Na+K ATPase. The problems encountered in

this study are not unique, and may stem, in part, from differences

between vertebrate and invertebrate systems. Recently difficulties were

encountered in localizing Na+K ATPase by cytochemical methods in insect

tissue. In this study and the cytochemical approach was abandoned in

favor of 3H-ouabain autoradiography (Komnick and Achenbach, 1979).

Further characterization of the reaction conditions to obtain

optimal K-NPPase activity as well as tissue fixation conditions and

definite data on inhibition of competing reactions is needed.

Discrepancies between the two cytochemical methods must be resolved, or

at least more completely described and explained. Correlation of

results using differing techniques may be necessary and certainly

advisable. An important factor may be the differences in phosphate

capture methods, and use of other methods using chelated lead for

phosphate precipitation should be investigted (Chayen, et al., 1981).
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Immunocytochemistry at present is the only fundamentally different

alternative technique since 3H-ouabain binding studies were unsuccessful

(Ernst and Hootman, 1981). Use of cell fractionation techniques

combined with ultrastructural localization may also be useful,

especially relative to the mitochondria. An additional problem which

will probably remain is the heterogeneous response by the tissue to the

cytochemical reagents. To solve this problem it may be necessary to use

sampling and image analysis techniques, similar to those which have been

used successfully in other Na+K ATPase localization studies (Ernst and

Mills, 1977).
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Table 8.
Evaluation of Morphological Features of Isolated Salt Glands

Feature

Similarity
to in vivo Feature

Similarity
to in vivo

Circular Shape

Curvature

Number of cells

Pattern of cells

Cell diameter

Cell shape

Cell contacts

Interdigitation of cells

Proportion of special
cell region

Polarity

Apical tuft size

Extent of apical
membranes

Nuclear
location

+ / -

+ / -

+

+

+

Nuclear
size

Nuclear
structure

Basal tubular
labyrinth
- position
- extent
- structure

Mitochondria
- position
- abundance
- size
- cristae

RER

Golgi apparatus

Cell junctions

Yolk platelet
size abundance

Glycogen

+

+ / -

+
+

These morphological features of subcellular structure have been
described in detail and compared to the salt gland structure in situ.
For ease of summary, the results have been rated as: little or no

discernible alterations (+), either minor but clear alterations or a
heterogeneous change with some glands showing large changes and others

little to none ( + /_), and a consistently observed major change in a

majority of the organs observed (-).
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Figure 8. Low magnification light photomicrographs of the isolated salt
glands using (A) bright field (550X) and (B) Nomarski
differential optics (550X). The dish shape of the isolated
organ is evident because only the center or the edge is
within the plane of focus. The shapes assumed by the
isolated salt glands range from a flattened disc to extremely
curled. Most cells are retained, with gaps in the epithelium
caused by missing cells being evident (*). Note only salt
gland cells are present. The numerous spherical inclusions
are yolk platelets (small arrow). The thickened edge of the
cuticle (cu) forming the transition band can be seen at the
organ edge (arrow). In A cells towards the center appear
thinner and cell borders are less evident. In B the cells
appear highly refractile because of the large amounts of
internal membranes. Most cells appear spherical, although
some appear flattened, granular, and reduced in
refractility. (*)
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Figure 9. Light photomicrographs showing details of salt gland cell

arrangement and contacts. (A). Bright field view shows the
semiregular radial pattern formed by the cells. Most cells

appear to be in contact with one another as cell borders

conform to the adjacent cell shapes (900X). (B) Nomarski

differential optic view showing details of the range of cell-
cell contact from intimate (open arrow), thin cytoplasmic
bridges (white arrow) to relatively large gaps filled with

thin cytoplasm (cy). The plane of focus includes views of

nuclei (n) (724X). (C). Similar to B, but because of the

removal of a cell body, the cuticle surface (cu) and thin

layer of cytoplasm between cell bodies can be clearly seen

(cy). (D). Methylene blue stained thick cross-section (0.5

um) near the center of the salt gland. Salt gland is

oriented as in vivo; apical (Ap), basolateral (B1)

surfaces. Curvature of the organ is evident, as is the

thinness of the central cells. The cuticle (cu) can be seen

where cells are well separated. The transition band appears

darkly stained at each end (short arrows). The section plane

includes several nuclei (n) and yolk platelets (arrow). The

light staining regions correspond to the regions with a high

proportion of tubular labyrinth. Variation in cell-cell

contact can also be observed, including intimate (I) well-

separated (S) and separation with bridging (B).
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Figure 10. Scanning electron micrographs of the apical (Ap) and

basolateral (B1) surfaces of the isolated salt gland and cell
surface details. (A) The flexibility of the cuticle (cu) can
be deduced from the folds (+) seen from both the apical and

basolateral surface. The transition band (tb) appears as a

crenulated edge. Yolk platelets (yp) appear as smooth

spheres (450X). (B). Apical view showing cell borders

clearly (arrows) (540X). (C). Higher magnification showing
cuticle edge (cu) and the approximate spherical shape of
individual cell bodies. Bulges in the surface (small arrow)
probably correspond to internal yolk platelets. Numberous

small projections (circle) may correspond to portions of the

tubular labyrinth (880X).
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Figure 11. Low magnification TEM overview of isolated salt gland cell
ultrastructure. Apical (Ap) and basolateral (B1), surfaces
are oriented as in vivo. The transition band (tb) is the
thick electron dense structure at the edge of the cuticle
(cu). Two nuclei (n) are centrally located and retain their
in situ appearance of the heterochromatin. The dilated
tubTiraT labyrinth (tl) is prominent due to the expansion of
the lumens (*). Clusters of mitochondria (m) appear through-

out the cells. Contacts occur between cells (arrow) but
large regions of separation are seen, often filled with
damaged cytoplasm (dc). Yolk platelets (yp) are relatively
large and sometimes appear partly extruded and covered by a
thin layer of cytoplasm (2830X, Fixation I).
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Figure 12. TEM photomicrographs showing ultrastructural details of the
apical region. (A). The amount of tubular labyrinth (tl) is
less than basolaterally, but mitochondria are still abundant
(m). Just beneath the cuticle (cu) the apical projections
(op) can be observed. The lateral membrane has two
specialized regions probably corresponding to an apically
located desmosone (d) and longer septate junction (sj). The

damaged tissue (dc) is composed of membrane and included
mitochondria (m) with swollen cristae. The nuclear (n)

structure is well preserved including nuclear pores
(circle). Glycogen particles (gl) are distributed throughout
the cytoplasm, and multivesicular bodies (mvb) are
occasionally seen (7940 X). (B). Previously unobserved
structural details and cross sectional views (insert) of the
apical plasma membrane projections are presented. These

appear to be more blunt than normal microvilli and occur in

grouping or tufts with a common base structure (arrows). The

internal contents is clearly continuous with the cell
cytoplasm which it resembles. As these structures are
intimately associated (small arrow) with the endocuticle
matrix (ecu) they probably form the primary site of cell
adhesion to the cuticle (Fixation I, 32,560 X).
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Figure 13. TEM photomicrograhs showing ultrastructural details of the
basolateral region. Portions from three different
representative salt gland cells showing the heterogeneity of

the ultrastructure. Variations in mitochordria (m) cristae
definition are particularly illustrative with A being typical
of the majority of the cells observed. Although in all cells
tubular labyrinth lumens (t1) are enlarged their general
structure is preserved including close association with the
mitochondria, which continue to occur in small groups. The

distinction between the plasma membrane and outer
mitochondrial membrane is most clearly discerned in C but is

visible in other figures (circles). Glycogen particles (gl)
sometimes forming small patches as in B are abundant.
Continuity of the tubular labyrinth with the extracellular
space (ecf) can be seen at some points (arrows). In some

instances (A) loops of membranous material (md) adhere to the
basal surface. Rough endoplasmic reticulum (rer) structures,
are occasionally observed (C), which form concentric circles

in close association with the yolk platelets (yp). A-

Fixation I, (24,555 X), B-Fixation I, (8,780 X) C-Fixation
II, cytochemical treatment plus ouabain without Levamisole.
The intense black deposits on the membrane loops are the
reaction product (18,700 X).
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Figure 14. TEM photomicrographs showing ultrastructural details of cell

junctions. Either apical projections (op) or cuticle (cu)

show cell orientation. (A) Section through an intact
junction (arrows) showing the specialized thicker region of

plasma membrane occurs in association with both cells. These

regions are directly in apposition forming a long region of

contact, similar to the in vivo septate junctions
(26,440 X). (B) The cell-Igaion has been split along its
length leaving both short (d) and longer specialized regions

(sj). Insert shows higher magnification view of the short

region which may be a spot desmosome. The more diffuse and

swollen appearance of the damaged cytoplasm (dc) between

cells is evident (10,490 X). (C). High magnification view

of specialized plasma membrane regions. Light and dark

banding, similar to septate junction (sj) plates are seen in

both the short and long regions (circle). The difference in

membrane thickness between this region and normal plasma

membrane is easily observed (arrows) (44,860 X). A and C

Fixation II, cytochemical treatment without potassium, B and

insert - Fixation I.
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Figure 15. TEM photomicrographs of isolated salt glands treated with the
complete K-NPPase cytochemical reaction mixture. Tissue was
processed as described in Methods using Fixation II. (A)

Reaction deposits are restricted to the apical and
basolateral plasma membranes (tl), outer mitochondrial
membranes (m) and around the yolk platelets (arrows). Note
other portions of the cell are clear of deposits. (10,100
X). (B) Detail of apical plasma membrane projections
showing relatively heavy deposits. Deposts are also seen
associated with the endocuticle. Mitochondria (m) and
tubular labyrinth membranes (tl) (37,890 X). (C). Detail of
the basolateral region showing the intense and consistent
labeling of the mitochondria (m) outer membranes (arrow) but
with little labeling of the cristae. The tubular labyrinth
plasma membranes are less intensely labeled and deposition is
uneven. Loops of membrane are most consistently and heavily
labeled. The deposits (arrow) associated with the yolk
platelets (yp) are both at the surface and in a series of
narrow concentric rings (20,400 X).
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Figure 16. TEM photomicrographs of isolated salt gland cells treated
with incomplete K-NPPase cytochemical reaction mixtures.
Tissues were processed as described in methods using Fixation
II and 3 hours (A) or 1.5 (B and C) hours of incubation, and
with the following alterations: A) no NPP, B) no K and C)
addition of 10 mM ouabain. In no case do any of the
membranes previously labeled show any reaction deposit. Also
the tissue is exceptionally clear of non-specific lead
deposits, the only exception being the outer curicle surface
in A (arrow). Subcellular structures are labeled as in
previous plates. Small rough endoplasmic reticulum (rer)
cross-sectional figures are particularly visible in C. A

10,700 X, B 12,800 X, C 19,400 X.
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Chapter III.

Functional Characteristics of the Isolated Salt Gland

INTRODUCTION

Determining the functional characteristic of a newly isolated cell

preparation is needed to provide an indication of viability and the

similarity between the tissue in vivo and in vitro. Definite

conclusions about viability are difficult as a wide variety of criteria

have been used and reviews have concluded that no single cell function

or set of functional tests is completely definitive. This is especially

true when cell growth and proliferation in culture, which are considered

definitive, are infeasible or impossible (Malinin and Perry, 1967;

Patterson, 1979). An additional complication in the present study is

that there are few physiological and biochemical data on in situ salt

glands to provide a direct basis of comparison of physiological

functions. Therefore, it has been necessary to make comparison between

the isolated salt glands and the intact animal in some instances.

Several different methods have been used to obtain independent

indications of the state of the isolated salt gland cells. These are

vital dye exclusion, oxygen consumption by both intact nauplii and the

isolated salt glands, measurement of Na+K ATPase activity and 3H-ouabain

binding studies.
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Vital Dye Exclusion
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Salt glands were isolated according to the previously described

protocol (Chapter I). The isolated glands were diluted with 6-10 ml of

salt gland basic saline (SGBS) and held in small plastic Petri plates at

either room temperature (RT) or at 4°C. At various times a 1 ml aliquot

was transferred to a Petri plate containing 5 mls of SGBS. Vital dyes

were prepared as concentrated stock solutions in SGBS and added to the

sample to obtain the following final concentrations: trypan blue,

0.08%; eosin, 0.01%; and nigrosin, 0.005%. The 4°C samples were kept at

RT for 20 minutes before adding dye to avoid temperature effects on dye

diffusion and uptake. After 10 minutes for trypan blue or 20 minutes

for eosin and nigrosin, the number of dyed cells in ten randomly chosen

salt glands were counted. Scoring of eosin treated salt glands was

found easiest using both a blue and green filter in combination due to

the intensity of the background color. Percentage data were calculated

assuming 50 cells per salt gland using data from two replicate

experiments.

Oxygen Consumption 11 Brine Shrimp Nauplii

Oxygen consumption by brine shrimp in 100% artificial sea water

(ASW), 20% ASW and salt gland removal media (SGRM) was measured using a

Gilson differential respirometer, at 37°C with gentle shaking. Three
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milliliters of media containing 100 ug ml-1 Pen-Strep and 1 gram wet

weight of nauplii per 25 ml of media were placed in 10 ml side arm and

center well respiration flasks with 1 M KOH as a CO2 trap. Four

replicate flasks for each medium were prepared. After equilibration for

approximately 25 min readings were taken for 30 min every 30 min up to 9

hours. The manifold was left open between readings to assure that

oxygen remained above critical tension levels. After the last reading,

0.5 ml of ice cold 0.5 M perchloric acid (PCA) was added to each flask,

the brine shrimp removed to a ice cold homogenizer, the flask washed

with an additional 1 ml of PCA and the volumes combined. The tissue was

homogenized in a glass homogenizer using 5 strokes and transferred to

15 ml Corex centrifuge tubes. The homogenizer was washed with 1 ml of

PCA and the washings added to the centrifuge tube. The tissue

homogenate was centrifuged at 12,000 xg for 15 minutes at 4°C in a

Sorvall RC-5A centrifuge. The supernate was removed and the pellet

stored overnight at 4°C. A control to correct for protein recovery

containing 0.4 mg BSA per ml (Sigma Fraction V) and 0.15% deoxycholate

was treated in a similar fashion and precipitated with PCA. Samples

were diluted to 6 ml with distilled water and the protein control to 2

mis with distilled water. Protein was measured using a modification of

the Lowry method (Peterson, 1977). Because the PCA precipitated control

gave a recovery value of 112% of the known protein quantity, recovery of

naupliar protein was assumed to be 100%. Respiration values were

corrected to standard temperature and pressure using corrections for the

vapor pressure of distilled water at 37°C from standard tables and
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changes in barometric pressure measured during the experiment. Data are

expressed as nl 02 (min-1 mg protein)-1

Oxygen Consumption 11 Isolated Salt Glands

Oxygen consumption of isolated salt glands was measured using a YSI

4004 Clark type electrode. Output from the probe was measured using the

circuit supplied by the manufacturer with the following modifications to

increase the sensitivity of the recordings. The output voltage from the

probe was connected through a 55 KS), resistor to a Heathkit recorder

with an electrometer attachment. This current measuring attachment

allowed the recorder full scale value to be expanded or reduced and an

electronic zero point to be set. Small changes in oxygen consumption

could then be measured despite the large background of oxygen still in

the chamber. A 10 mV fixed full scale was also attached to the probe

output in parallel to monitor the overall level of oxygen in chamber and

to calibrate the probe more readily. The electrodes were calibrated

using air saturated basic salt medium at 37°C and by exposing the probe

either to a stream of nitrogen gas directly or stripping dissolved 02

from the chamber by vigorous bubbling. Oxygen concentration was

determined from standard tables for media of the appropriate

temperatures and salinity. The sample chamber was a water jacketed 1.8

ml cell with a single electrode port. The temperature was maintained at

37°C by a recirculating water bath. The cells were added to the water

jacketed chamber in a small volume of 37°C SGBS to avoid temperature

alteration. Compounds and inhibitors were added as 50 ul aliquots of
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concentrated stocks in SGRM at 37°C. After each experiment the contents

of the chamber and two 1 ml washes were transferred to a 15 ml conical

centrifuge tube and tissue pelleted at 12,000 xg for 10 minutes. The

pellet and one washing with a combined volume of 200 ul or less of

distilled water was transferred to a microhomogenizer on ice.

Homogenates were stored frozen or analyzed immediately for protein

content. Results were calculated as nM 02 (hr-mg protein)-1 from the

Heathkit chart recorders. Data are presented both as mean i SEM and as

a normalized percentage using the initial control period as 100%. After

arcsin transformation, these normalized percentages were tested using

one-way analysis of variance, model I, and the difference between means

tested using the method of the least significant difference (Sokol and

Rohlf, 1.981).

Na+K ATPase Activity Assay

Enzyme assays and protein assays were performed on crude homogenates

of intact nauplii, mid-gut fragments and isolated salt glands.

Salt glands were isolated as previously described (Chapter I). The

tissue was washed twice with SGBS buffered with 10 mM imidazole to

remove inorganic phosphate. Intestines were dissected by placing

individual nauplii in a small volume of SGBS buffered with 10 mM

imidazole. By grasping the cephalothorax and the posterior tip of the

abdomen with fine eye forceps, the nauplius could be pulled apart

leaving the hind gut isolated and intact. These isolated intestines

were then transferred to a drop of imidazole buffer on the lip of a
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microhomogenizer with an eyelash cemented to a toothpick. Tissues were

homogenized in a glass microhomogenizer on ice in 0.2 mis of ice cold

imidazole-HC1, pH 7.2. The reaction mixture, based on previous

characterization of the brine shrimp Na+K ATPase (Peterson, 1975) was:

320 mM NaC1, 80 mM KC1, 5 mM Na2ATP, 10 mM MgC12,m and 100 mM imidazole-

HC1 buffer, pH 7.2. The total reaction volume was 50 ml or 250 ul for

isolated salt glands and 50 ul for isolated intestines or intact

nauplii. The enzymatic assays were done as paired triplicates with and

without 0.5 mM ouabain. The enzyme activity was considered to be the

difference between these paired samples. All assays were done using

disposable tipped volume displacement micropipets (Finn) to transfer

reagents. Conical 1 ml disposable plastic micro-beakers were used for

all assays. Phosphate and protein assays were done in duplicate using

methods modified from Peterson (1977, 1978). Due to the rapid continued

hydrolysis of ATP, phosphate samples were read immediately and as pairs,

with and without ouabain. Use of microcells and masking on the Carey

219 dual beam spectrophotometer allowed accurate colorimetric

determination on as little as 80 ul of samples.

3H-ouabain Binding

The specific details for each set of experiments appear in the

results section. Salt glands were isolated by the standard procedures,

resuspended in SGBS and aliquots distributed to each treatment.

Incubations were performed either in spot plates or small glass test

tubes which had been siliconized before use. Cold ouabain, 3H-ouabain,
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14C-inulin and 14C sucrose were added as small volumes of stock

solutions in either SGBS media or distilled water. The 3H ouabain was

dried under N2 gas or by vacuum evaporation to remove the shipping

solvent of benzene and alcohol. Incubations were performed for 1 to 4

hours at 4°C (on ice), room temperature (20-22°C) and at 30°C. The only

wash out sample was done by transferring 200 ul of media containing

isolated salt glands to 4 ml of SGRM at 4°C for 4 hours. The entire

4 ml was then filtered and washed as described below. Incubations were

teminated by adding the sample to a larger diluting volume of ice cold

SGRM or vice versa. The samples were then vacuum filtered using either

Millipore HA 0.2 micron filters or glass fiber filters and washed as

described. Tissue was solubilized using Protosol (200 ul) either at

50°C for 6 hours, or 2 hours at 22°C. Ten ml of Handifluor or Omnifluor

cocktail were added and the samples counted on either a Hewlett-Packard

or a Beckman scintillation counter, both with quench compensation and

prepackaged software programs to calculate DPM values for double isotope

experiments.
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Three different common vital dyes were used in this study, because

it was unknown if crustacean cells could exclude or absorb dyes in ways

markedly different from those reported for mammalian cells. Because the

cellular staining characteristics were unknown both a cytoplasmic

staining (eosin) and nuclear staining dyes (trypan blue and nigrosin)

were used.

Preliminary results with the dyes were similar to observations made

with mammalian cells (Hoskin, et al. 1956). Trypan blue is absorbed

most rapidly by damaged cells, but the dye will eventually stain any

cell exposed to this dye. Therefore, a consistent period between

addition of dye and scoring was necessary for reproducible values.

Intact cells absorbed nigrosin and eosin slowly and, in preliminary

studies, after several hours exposure the percent of stained cells did

not change. To be certain that the dyes would stain nonviable Artemia

cells, 1 ml of SG suspension in a 15 ml Pyrex test tube was dipped in a

boiling water bath for 10-15 seconds. After this treatment all cells

were stained intensely and none were seen to exclude any of the three

dyes.

Over 95% of the cells excluded vital dye for up to 24 hours

regardless of the dye type utilized (Figure 17). The temperature used

to maintain the cells did not significantly alter this percentage. A
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casual observation of the room temperature sample at 48 hours indicated

that more than 90% of the cells were still impermeable to nigrosin.

The cells maintained in the cold at 4°C did seem to have larger yolk

platelets, but otherwise looked similar in both bright field and phase

microscopy. In a preliminary experiment, 1% bovine serum albumin (Sigma

Fraction V) was added to the media. At 12 hours a larger number of

cells appeared to have a diffuse or a bubbled appearance from the

presence of numerous clear vacuoles. These were present in addition to

yolk platelets, being approximately the same size. On the basis of this

altered appearance, BSA was eliminated from use.

Respiration Intact Nauplii

Incubation of nauplii in the high phosphate buffer (SGRM) at 37°C

caused two detrimental effects, loss of swimming ability and rupture and

fragmentation of approximately 10% of the animals, from which salt

glands are collected (Chapter I). Although respiration is not an

infallible determination of physiological normality, major alterations

are usually reflected by this important parameter. Therefore, oxygen

consumption was measured for nauplii at 37°C over the exposure period

necessary for salt gland removal to obtain insight into the effect of

this treatment on naupliar tissues. The respiration rates of nauplii in

two control media, 100% ASW and 20% ASW were measured as well. The

latter, although different in composition is similar in NaC1

concentration and osmotic strength to SGRM (Chapter I).
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Both the level and pattern of changes in respiration were identical

for all three media (Figure 18). The mean actual value for each medium

was always within less than one standard error of any of the other

two. The one exception was the measurement at 4 hours. However, these

values appear anomalous and are possibly low due to respirometer leaks

since all three values drop and then rise in the next measurement

period.

The respiration rate up to three hours, 13 nM 02 (min mg protein)-1,

corresponds well to rates measured by this laboratory, 9-12 nM 02 (min

mg protein)-1 at 30°C, Conte, et al., 1980) and other workers 6-13 nM 02

(min mg protein)-1 at 37°C, Declair, et al., in press and 6-7 nM 02 (min

mg protein)-1 at 25°C, Boulton and Hussings, 1977). From four to eight

hours of incubation there is a steady linear decrease in respiration by

the nauplii in all three media. This result differs from previous work

where respiration rate measured for 6 hours at 30°C, showed no decrease

(Bartel, 1975). By 8 hours the rate appeared to stabilize at 6 nM 02

(min mg protein)-1 or 55% of the initial rate. It is unlikely that this

decrease is due to 02 tension dropping below critical levels as the

respirometer manifold was left open between measurements. The 60-minute

pre-equilibration period certainly would bring oxygen partial pressure

to equilibrium in the media at 37°C. so physical chemical effects are

also unlikely.
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Oxygen Consumption pi Suspensions of Isolated Salt Glands

Preliminary experiments using a partially purified preparation

consisting of salt glands and intestines showed extremely variable

respiration rates when measured with the Gilson respirometer. Use of

the Clark electrode decreased this fluctuation suggesting the Gilson

results were an artifact because of insufficient sensitivity to measure

changes caused by the relatively small number of cells. Therefore

experiments to determine the oxygen consumption rate of the isolated

salt glands were performed using the oxygen electrode system.

There was a comparatively large variation in the initial oxygen

consumption rates as can be seen by the relative large standard errors

(Table 9). The time from isolation to the initial measurement varied as

much as 2 hours between the various preparations. Salt gland

suspensions were held at room temperture in SGBS in shallow Petri plates

to prevent anoxia. Nonetheless, it is very possible that the

physiological state of the epithelial tissue would be rapidly altered

during the period immediatley following isolation.

The isolated salt glands respired much more rapidly than intact

nauplii based on the rates after 8 hours of exposure in SGRM increase by

320%. Increase in oxygen consumption by isolated cells over intact

tissue is commonly observed, but generally not to such a high degree

(Table 13).

The response of the salt gland respiration rate to the various

compounds known to affect metabolism was always in the direction

expected, was generally large and rapid, often occurring after 1 minute
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or less of exposure. The absolute level of respiration for the

treatments corresponded to that seen for the control period but the

relative magnitude and pattern of response was essentially identical for

all experiments, however. Therefore the data were normalized using the

initial measurement in each experiment, setting it equal to 100%

(Table 9). Since the addition of compounds was in the order shown the

appropriate "baseline" value to determine the effect for each addition

is the level with the immediately preceeding treatment rather than the

initial control rate. Addition of succinate had a small effect on

respiration rate, increasing it by an average of 8%. Ouabain and DNP

altered the rate by 20%, but in the expected, opposite directions.

Cyanide had the largest effect, reducing the rate 96% and in three of

the six experiments the rate within one minute was immeasurably

different from zero. The results were further analyzed by applying the

statistical test for one-way analysis of variance and by the least

significant differences test of means after arcsin transformation of the

percentage data (Sokol and Roulf, 1981), (Table 10). The ANOVA F test

was highly significant, which was not surprising considering the large

effect of cyanide (Table 10A). From the test of means, it can be

concluded that the only changes which are significantly different from

the control are those caused by addition of ouabain and cyanide.

Testing the means more appropriately against the previous treatment rate

resulted in all the rates being highly significant, P < 0.001, from the

previous one, with the exception of succinate, P < 0.05 (Table 108).
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Na+K ATPase Activity in Whole Nauplii and Isolate Tissues

An important technical achievement was the development of chemical

and enzymatic analysis that could accurately determine the specific

activity of the Na+K ATP-ase on small amounts of Artemia tissue. This

was done by using recent modifications of standard inorganic and protein

assay methods (Peterson, 1978a, b) combined with the capability to do

accurate spectrophotometric analysis of very small volumes. Routinely

homogenates of as few as 10 salt glands, 3 intestines or 1 whole

nauplius could be used for each enzymatic activity assay or protein

analysis. These small amounts of tissue could be isolated to 100%

purity by hand, permitting accurate determination of enzyme activities

in the salt gland and intestinal tissue even before large scale

purification methods were developed. Development of the standard

isolation protocol eliminated the need for hand isolation of salt

glands, allowing specific activity values to be based on a larger

sample. Because similar methods have yet to be developed for the

intestines the reported values are based on hand dissected and collected

tissue.

The Na+K ATPase activity values from this study are generally lower

than those reported for Great Salt Lake brine shrimp (Ewing, et al.,

1974). Specific activity values determined on crude homogenates of

intact animals were approximately half of the previously reported. On a

per animal basis the value from this study is 65% of that reported for

frozen tissue and 56% of that previously determined using fresh

tissue. The activity measured in the intestine is also lower, being 49%
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of the previously reported value. However, the intestinal activity

proportional to the total body activity is quite similar between the two

studies, being 33% for Great Salt Lake animals and 28% for the San

Francisco Bay strain. The salt gland in this study, however, was found

to contain a much higher proportion of the enzyme activity and the level

measured was 175% of that determined for the frozen, hand isolated salt

glands used previously.

3H-Ouabain Binding

Ouabain binding experiments failed to demonstrate any specific

binding by the isolated salt glands (Table 11).

In the first set of experiments 14C-inulin was used as a marker to

correct for extracellular counts. Incubation conditions were varied, in

expectation that they would alter the amount of specific binding.

Lowering the incubation temperature was expected to be particularly

effective (Schwartz et al. 1975).

Presence of tissue on the filters did increase the number of dpm's

associated with the filters by 2-3 times for both 3H and 14C. However,

regardless of the incubation conditions the value for ouabain in the

extracellular space as calculated from the inulin data, the 3H-ouabain

counts actually associated with the filters by as much as 150%. This

result was unaffected whether or not the data was corrected by the

filter blanks. If accurate it must be be concluded that the amount of

3H-ouabain associated with the specific binding site is an extremely

small and well below the limits of detection for this assay. An
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alternate interpretation of this data is that inulin is a poor marker

for ouabain and over estimates the non-specific radiotracer associated

with the filter and tissue. This could be either due to a higher non-

specific affinity for the tissue, cuticle or filters, or having a higher

molecular weight than ouabain, it may not be as readily washed out of

the extracellular space. Nonetheless it still must be concluded that

there was little specifically bound tracer as no major difference in the

absolute number of counts was observed regardless of incubation

conditions. Two treatments are particularly significant in this

regard. The several hours of washout in a large volume should have

reduced the number of counts on the filter by diluting any unbound

tracer. This did not occur, suggesting that both the ouabain and inulin

are tightly bound to the tissue. Incubation of the tissue at 4°C was

expected to reduce the amount of 3H-ouabain bound by reducing the Na+K

ATPase activity. Because the two temperature incubation sample values

are equivalent, the most reasonable conclusion is that both values are

from non-specific association of radiotracer and there is no detectable

binding of ouabain to specific sites.

The second set of experiments were performed with similar filtration

methods, but with modifications used to study ligand binding including

ouabain, to isolated avian salt gland cells (Hootman and Ernst, 1981).

In these experiments correction for non-specific binding or entrapment

of media was done by comparing replicate samples with and without

preincubation with a high concentration (100 mM) of cold ouabain.

Preincubation should block all specific and non-specific sites.

Subsequently added 3H-ouabain, although able to fill any extracellular
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space, will exchange with only a very small proportion of the specific

binding sites and the amount of tracer associated with the cells after

washing out extracellular counts will be small. Cells exposed to 3H-

ouabain only will have tracer associated with both the specific and non-

specific sites. The difference between these treatments is the ouabain

bound to Na+K ATPase molecule.

The data from the two experiments performed in this manner appear in

Table 11. In neither experiment could specific binding be

demonstrated. In the second experiment sufficient replicates were done

to demonstrate that small differences, seen in the first two

experiments, are not significant. In the first experiment sucrose was

also added to label the extracellular space as a second correction for

non-specific counts as sucrose washout characteristics generally are

more similar to ouabain than inulin (Dr. S. Hootman, personal

communication). This attempt was unsuccessful as 30% of the total

activity in the media was found associated with the filtered and washed

tissue samples.

Judging from the filter blanks of the first and third experiments,

the washing procedures and use of either millipore or glass fiber

filters are equally effective methods of sampling. The filter blank

values were low in both cases being less than 0.5% of the total activity

present and the residual in both experiments was equivalent to 0.26 ul

of the incubation media.
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Vital Dye Exclusion
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Vital dye exclusion is one of the most frequently and widely used

tests of cell viability. The results with the three dyes in this study

ndicate that a high level of cell membrane integrity is maintained by

the salt gland cells for at least 24 hours post isolation. Storage at

lower temperature had little effect on dye exclusion, which suggets that

the cells are in good condition. If major irreversible damage had

occurred expected significant differences would be expected in the dye

exclusion between cells at 22°C and 4°C because of differences in the

rate of metabolic and autolytic processes. The impression that the

amount of yolk is reduced in cells stored at 22°C is consistent with

evidence that these organelles serve as important sites of nutritional

storage for metabolic substrates (Warner, 1980). These dye exclusion

results compare favorably with values obtained for other epithelial cell

preparations, where dye exclusion by better than 90% of the cells was

not uncommon.

All three dyes used gave almost identical results with one another,

and the staining appearance and characteristics, including continued

uptake of trypan blue, are identical to those described for mammalian

cells (Hostein, et al., 1956). Therefore these dyes can be used as a

test of cellular integrity and as a rapid screening method in Artemia

cell culture experiments and perhaps of other isolated crustacean

cells. Caution, however, must be used in interpretation of vital dye
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results. Strictly, dye exclusion only demonstrates that the plasma

membrane remains impermeable to relatively large molecules. In every

preparation examined a few cells both on the salt glands and free in

suspension showed large blisters or regions of clear cytoplasm

containing no fine structures visible at high magnification using bright

field, phase or Nomarski differential optics. These cells although

clearly damaged still excluded all these three dyes. Also, in

preliminary experiments of salt gland removal using ultrasonication,

trypan blue was excluded by this tissue, but ultrastructural examination

of these cells showed complete disorganization of the tubular labyrinth

and other subcellular structures. In spite of these cautions, it is

reasonable to conclude that major irreversible damage has not occurred

to the isolated salt gland cells, because dye exclusion demonstrates an

intact plasma membrane with no change for at least 24 hours post-

isolation.

Oxygen Consumption 11 Intact Nauplii

The large decrease in respiration rate (over 50%) indicates that

alterations in metabolism are occurring during the 8-hour exposure

period used for salt gland removal. This effect, however, does not

appear to be caused by the medium composition, as the respiration values

in SGRM were identical to those for ASW. An important alternate

explanation for the decrease seen after 6 hours is inactivation of

enzymes due to prolonged exposure to 37°C. This could be either a

generalized response or restricted to those in the oxidative
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phosphorylation pathway. The gradual reduction in respiration over

several hours supports this hypothesis. Some observations however, are

not completely consistent with this idea. If enzymatic inactivation

occurred, a continuous rate of decrease in oxygen consumption should be

seen rather than the eventual stabilization seen at 8 hours. Also the

animals in ASW appear to develop normally and continue to swim

actively.

That respiration rates in SGRM did not differ from the controls was

unexpected. This strongly suggests that any major alterations reflected

in the respiration rate are caused by temperature and not by differences

in phosphate concentration although other major alterations are

occurring as some animals eventually rupture and then disintegrate

(Chapter I). These changes apparently are not reflected in the

respiration rate however. Furthermore, the similarity in respiration

between treatments was surprising at the latter time period because of

the widespread reduction or cessation of swimming by animals in SGRM.

These animals are normally constantly active. This locomotion would be

expected to consume a large proportion of the available metabolic energy

and any dramatic changes in activity should strongly affect rates of

oxidative metabolism. One explanation of these observations is that

nauplii may have a nearly constant maximal rate of metabolism including

oxidative phosphorlation. Partitioning high energy compounds, either

structurally or functionally, could provide a means of controlling the

activity of competing processes relative to one another. Previous data

support this idea. Nauplii in high salt media strongly regulate ion

levels and the expected increase in metabolic demand is reflected in
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decreasing ATP and glycogen levels, while ADP and inorganic phosphate

levels rise. The oxygen consumption rate, however, does not increase

despite reduction in the important developmental processes of protein

and RNA synthesis (Conte, et al., 1973, 1980; Ewing, et al., 1980). In

high phosphate medium a similar shunting of metabolic energy may occur

to maintain normal inorganic phosphate levels, with a loss in ability to

maintain normal locomotion. In ASW the animals may not have as severe a

transport demand and therefore can continue to shunt metabolites to

locomotory activity despite inactivation of oxidative phosphorylation.

An alternative explanation for the loss of swimming capacity in SGRM is

a direct cause by the high phosphate interfering with muscle

contraction, possibly via Ca++ chelation.

Clearly more information is needed about oxidative metabolism and

its control in the brine shrimp before the results of these experiments

can be fully explained. The possibility of enzymatic inactivation could

be tested relatively easily by measuring key activities in homogenates

from intact animals after incubation at various times and

temperatures. Measurement of P/0 ratios could also provide valuable

insight into the effects of temperature and SGRM on oxidative

phosphorylation. Experiments with isolated mitochondria would also be

valuable, but may be impossible due to rapid inactivation of these

preparations (Dr. R. Ewing, personal communication).
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Oxygen Consumption by Isolated Salt Glands

Measurements of respiration and the response to inhibitors indicate

that the isolated salt gland cells are viable. The rate of respiration

and the percentage increase over the intact animal rate are large

compared to other epithelia, which indicates that some uncoupling of the

mitochondria has occurred. Alternatively, a comparatively high rate of

respiration for the isolated salt gland cells is possible; Intact

animal studies indicate that general protein synthesis is proceeding

rapidly, which if true would elevate the isolated salt gland cell

oxidative metabolism. The large amount of yolk and glycogen deposits

substantiate this idea, as storage compounds have been implicated as a

source of material for biosynthesis (deChaffoy et al., 1980; Warner,

1980). Because the present study compared the respiration rate of the

isolated cells with the intact animal as opposed to those for tissue

slices, it is not surprising the isolated tissue to intact tissue ratio

is also proportionately higher.

There are relatively few reports of analyzing the response of

isolated cells to compounds affecting oxidative metabolism which makes

generalized conclusions difficult. The response to DNP and cyanide by

the salt gland cells was in the anticipated direction and generally

similar in magnitude to the other reported values (Table 13). The DNP

responses observed, however, are lower than would be expected if the

mitochondria were completely coupled. The response to exogenous

succinate, may indicate these cells are not substrate limited but is

also consistent with oxidative metabolism being partly impared.
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Experiments measuring P/0 ratios for intact nauplii and the isolated

salt glands will be necessary to obtain a precise answer as to the

degree of normal mitochondrial coupling in the isolated cells. But the

most reasonable interpretation of these results is that considerable

uncoupling of the mitochondria has occurred. However, normal oxidative

metabolism appears to be retained at levels similar to that found in

other isolated epithelia cell preparations, which have been successfully

used for physiological studies.

The effect of ouabain on respiration was of considerable interest in

light of previous data on the relationship between ion transport and

oxidative metabolism in Artemia, and other transporting epithelial. The

energetics of transport processes is currently a very active field of

investigation with the details of many mechanisms and processes just

beginning to be discovered. It appears that most, if not all, active

transport processes are primarily or exclusively supported by aerobic

metabolism, due to large demands for ATP. Furthermore, it appears that

in many epithelia there is a large amount of interaction between

transport processes and oxidative metabolism with coupling between those

processes being via ATP levels (Mandel and Balaban 1981).

Similar or identical processes appear to occur in extra-renal organs

including shark rectal gland, avian salt gland, and fish operculum.

Inhibition of Na+K ATPase can reduce oxygen consumption by up to 50%,

while anoxia reduces or abolishes ion transport (Ernst and Van Rossam,

1982; Silva, et al., 1980; Stewart, et al., 1979). The response by the

isolated salt glands in this study was much less, with ouabain reducing

respiration by only 18%. This data, although very different from those
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for other salt secreting epithelial tissues, is consistent with previous

work done with the whole nauplius.

Brine shrimp do not appear to fit the general pattern, as ion

transport appears to be primarily supported by glycolysis coupled to a

unique anaerobic pathway. The evidence for this hypothesis has been

recently reviewed and is presented here in brief (Conte, 1980; Conte et

al., 1980). Adults and naupliar brine shrimp are capable of extreme

hyporegulation, with body fluid ion content and osmolarity remaining

fairly constant even with a five-fold increase in the salt gradient

(Conte, 1977; Russler and Mangos, 1976). However, as described above,

although ATP levels decrease, as does protein and nucleic acid

synthesis, respiration does not (Ewing, et al., 1980; Conte, et al.,

1973). Anaerobic metabolism is increased in high salt media as

evidenced by an increased rate of glycogen utilization. Addition of

ouabain at levels known to substantially inhibit the Na+K ATPase, and

therefore, ion transport, decreased glycogen catabolism in both high and

low salt media, with the reduction being proportionately greater in the

high salt medium (Conte, et al., 1980). Additional observations and

studies have provided substantial evidence that this anaerobic pathway

is not simple glycolysis, ending in lactate, but involves additional

reaction steps including the fixation of bicarbonate into amino acids by

phosphoenol pyruvate kinase, (Carpenter, 1981; Conte, 1980; Hand and

Conte, 1980; 1982a, 1982b; 1982c).

One major difficulty has been that these experiments have been

performed on intact nauplii, so the applicability to the extra-renal

organ itself has been uncertain. Use of the isolated salt glands will
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finally circumvent this difficulty. The preliminary results of this

study demonstrate that this preparation can be used in metabolic

studies. Experiments using respirometry alone and/or in combination

with fluorescent measurements of cytochrome oxidation state, appear to

be quite feasible at present. Increaseing the number of salt glands

produced, which is possible, would allow repetition and extension of the

experiments done with the whole nauplius, including additional detailed

studies of the bicarbonate fixation pathway. It may be possible to

obtain sufficient tissue to allow use of recently developed NMR

noninvasive techniques to monitor ATP, ADP, AMP, Pi and intracellular pH

as well (Balaban, 1982).

Ouabain Binding

Ouabain binding to cells has been used to study the subcellular

localization of the Na+K ATPase, (Ernst and Hootman, 1981), turnover

processes of the enzyme (Pollock, et al., 1981), biosynthesis (Hossler,

et al., 1978, Rabito and Tchao, 1980), as a measure of in vivo enzyme

activity (Hootman and Ernst, 1981), to estimate the number of molecules

present under various salt loading conditions, and obtain insight into

the control of extra-renal organ function by cholenergic stimulation

(Shuttleworth, J.T., MDIBL Bull. 1978; Hootman and Ernst, 1981). Most

studies have been done with vertebrate tissues but recently various of

these experimental approaches have been used successfully on

invertebrate tissues (Komnicte, et al., 1979; Rubinetal, 1981).
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The ouabain binding experiments in this study were performed

primarily in preparation for localizing the Na+K ATPase by 3H-

autoradiography. If successful it was also expected that binding data

would provide an independent estimate of the number of enzyme molecules

per cell and allow experiments on the enzyme's activity response in vivo

to alterations in the ionic composition of the medium, which would

provide additional information about cell viability.

The inability to demonstrate any specific binding precluded the use

of this informative technique with the isolated salt glands. Since the

enzyme is known to be present in Artemia tissues and sensitive to

ouabain inhibition (Peterson, 1975) these results suggest that the

binding of ouabain is quite loose with a high binding constant. Support

for this idea comes from studies of the inhibition of partially purified

Artemia Na+K ATPase done by Peterson and Hokin (in preparation). Their

inhibition studies using ouabain and stropthanthidin to examine the

possibility of two kinetic forms of the enzyme, gave an apparent Ki of 9

x 10-5M and 4.5 x 10-5M. This is relatively high compared to values

reported for this enzyme isolated from other tissues. Alterations of K+

and ATP inorganic phosphate levels can be used to alter the affinity of

partially purified enzyme preparation for ouabain in vitro (G.L.

Peterson, personal communication). This approach is difficult or

impossible for in vivo cellular studies, as well as being inappropriate

for questions about normal in vivo function. Possible alternate

approaches to obtaining ouabain binding data using the isolated salt

gland are the use of photoaffinity labels or fluorescent quenching
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methods utilizing recent synthesized derivatives of ouabain (Foster,

1977; Rogers et al., 1979).

An important additional result of the ouabain binding experiments

was the behavior of inulin and sucrose as extracellular markers.

Sucrose clearly failed as an extracellular marker as too great a

proportion of the counts were associated with the tissue to correspond

to the extracellular space. Whether active uptake by the cells or

absorption to the cell surface and/or cuticle was occurring is

unknown. Inulin appeared to be a better marker, but was not ideal as

the inulin space was approximately 50% greater than than for ouabain.

This may also be caused by absorption of the polycarbohydrates of inulin

and chitin to one another or by the difference in molecular weights and

washout rates for inulin and ouabain. This latter factor could be large

considering the extensive convolutions of the tubular labyrinth.

Lack of a good marker for the extracellular space precluded using

measurements of the intracellular K+ and Na+ levels, or ratios for

demonstration of viability or studies of ion transport. These methods

require accurace, quantitative correction for any residual extracellular

volume. Determining that a compound is an accurate extracellular marker

can an be involved project, but will be necessary before data of this

type can be obtained. Non-metabolizable metabolic analogues or

inorganic anions may provide useful alternatives. A second alternative

although technically demanding would be measurements of ion activities

by ion selective microelectrodes.
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Sodium Potassium ATPase Determinations

Enzymatic activities can be used to measure changes between the in

vitro and in vivo condition of tissues and cells (Malin and Perry,

1967). The activity of the Na+K ATPase was chosen as an indicator for

this study because of its importance in ion transport, the extensive

characterization previously performed for the nauplius enzyme and

because it is the only enzymatic activity previously measured for

isolated salt glands (Ewing, et al., 1974; Peterson, 1975). The enzyme

activity values determined generally differ by less than an order of

magnitude from those measured previously. As assay conditions were

nearly identical, much of the variation is probably due to differences

in the subpopulations of brine shrimp used in the two studies. The

activity in this study was actually higher on a per organ basis than

those isolated by hand under liquid nitrogen after quick freezing (0.2

nMP (hr organ)-1, Ewing, et al., 1974; Peterson, 1975). These data

demonstrate that there has been little or no loss of this enzymatic

activity during the isolation protocol. Because the Na+K ATPase is

sensitive to lipid constitution, the results suggest that little

subcellular destruction by proteolysis or lipolysis has occurred, at

least in the plasma membrane.

Measurements done in this study allowed comparison of Na+K ATPase

activity between the salt gland, intestines and whole nauplius on both a

per organ and specific activity basis. Using either the specific

activities or the percent activity and percent protein, the data show

the isolated salt gland to have a disproportionately large amount of
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Na+K ATPase activity. Although these cells account for only

approximately 5% of the total protein they contain 17% of the total body

enzymatic activity. This distribution is even more dramatic on a per

cell basis as this organ contains only 1% of the estimated body total

(Clegg and Conte, 1980). If the salt gland and intestine are considered

in combination, then these two organs account for a full 45% of the

enzyme activity, while containing only 25% of the total body protein.

These results give strong support for the hypothesis that these two

organs are the major sites for ion transport, with the salt gland

predominating. Unlike previous work (Peterson, 1975) these results

demonstrate that the salt gland has high levels of Na+K ATPase activity

compared to other naupliar tissue.

The precise role of Na+K ATPase in transepithelial transport,

particularly in salt secreting tissues, is still under intense

investigation. Studies on several tissues have provided a great deal of

evidence that this enzyme is primarily responsible for active ion

transport in extra-renal organs, forming ion gradients which result in

transport of Na+ and Cl- (Silva, et al., 1977; Frizzell, et al., 1979;

Karnaky, 1980; Ernst, and Mills, 1977). Other workers have suggested

the role of Na+K ATPase is quite different, being primarily involved in

cell volume regulation (Kirschner, 1977). Recent evidence that

vesicular transport occurs further complicates understanding of the

mechanism of salt extrusion (Bradley, 1981). Regardless of the precise

mechanism or variations which may exist, it seems clear that this enzyme

plays an important and central role in water and salt balance for both

invertebrates and vertebrates (Towel, 1981).
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Therefore, it is not surprising that there is an extensive

literature not only of the kinetic properties of the purified enzyme

from salt transporting epithelia, but on additional characteristics such

as in vivo control and modulation, its induction and biosynthesis,

subcellular localization and role in cellular bioenergetics. Many of

these studies have been based on results using whole organs, tissues or

slices, and more recently isolated chloride cells.

Because the Na+K ATPase has an important role in salt transport,

specific activity of this enzyme is an important parameter to be

measured in renal and extra-renal tissues. Often Na+K ATPase activity

is compared for different experimental conditions, species, and tissues

as an indication of differences in ion translocating ability at the

molecular level. Such data should be interpreted with some caution,

however. Even in tissues where Na+K ATPase correlates well with ion

flux measurements, it is only one of several equally important steps in

transepithelial ion movements. Furthermore, specific activity is a

derived number from at least two measurements on a sample, ATP

hydrolysis and protein content. These measurements can be influenced by

a variety of factors including the catalytic rate of the purified

enzyme, the presence of modulators, the number of catalytic molecules,

the amount of protein as well as the enzyme activity assay conditions

and the particular phosphate and protein assays utilized. These

cautions are particularly relevant in considering data from crude

homogenates. However, if the above cautions are considered, qualitative

comparisons are valuable as tissues involved in increased levels of ion

transport generally do show higher levels of Na+K ATPase. For example,
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ion flux rate and enzymatic levels correspond well in teleost extra-

renal organs when animals are exposed to increaslingly saline

environments (Epstein, et al., 1980).

Studies of Na+K ATPase levels in gills of several species of

euryhaline crustaceans have been performed (Towel, et al., 1977,

Neufield, et al., 1980). In most of these experiments, animals are

adapted to various hypoosmotic media, dilutions of seawater, with values

for 100% seawater used as a control. The results to date show that as

the medium becomes more dilute, enzymatic activity increases. This

provides important evidence that the Na+K ATPase is involved in Na

retention and/or uptake, resulting in hyperregulation of hemolymph

sodium. However, the absolute magnitude of the reported activity values

vary widely, from 0.6 to 60 uM P (mg hr protein)-1, depending on the

species and experimental conditions. Also, even for the same species in

100% seawater, there is a six-fold variation in values measured by

different laboratories. This probably is due to the problems in

accurately measuring crude homogenate activity. Therefore, although

these experiments give valuable information about trends in response,

comparison of individual activity assay data seems of little value. To

date only salt glands from brine shrimp reared in 100% ASW have been

assayed and further study is needed before comparison to other

crustaceans can be made. Also the effects of the SGRM incubation and

isolation protocol must be assessed.

Unfortunately, very little is known about the biochemical response

of crustaceans to hyperionic conditions. The larval brine shrimp Na+K

ATPase activity varies little regardless of hatching and rearing
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conditions (F. P. Conte, personal communication). Although most

euryhaline species do hyporegulate, at least weakly, studies have not

been done on the gill enzyme response, even for those species, such as

Callinectes sapidus, which are known to normally experience such

conditions. The only analogous data are from animals adapted to

terrestrial conditions, which show no significant increase in Na+K

ATPase activity over the 100% seawater adapted animal (Spencer, et al.,

1979, Towel, 1981). These very few data suggest that the crustacean

molecular response only occurs in hyposmotic conditions, but

considerably more survey and experimental work is clearly needed.

The level of Na+K ATPase measured in Artemia salt glands is at the

lower end of values reported for vertebrate renal and extra-renal

organs. These include teleost fish gill, shark rectal glands, and avian

salt gland (Kirshner, 1980; Peterson, 1978; Hootman, 1978). This was

unexpected as the brine shrimp has a proportionately greater salt

balance problem than other hyporegulting species. The environments it

can inhabit are some of the most saline known while its surface to

volume ratio is very large. Sodium permeability measured in the adult

is high compared to other hyporegulators (Kirschner, 1979) and this

permeability exists in the nauplius as well. Sodium-22 measurements

show that total body sodium specific activity equilibrates with the

medium within 90 minutes (Russler and Mangos, 1978). Although whole

animal homogenates have a relatively low specific activity and the

catalytic properties of the purified enzyme are also relatively low, the

salt gland was expected to have a large Na+K ATPase specific activity in

keeping with the large salt pumping demand.
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As discussed above, an important complication in comparing specific

activity values for crude tissue homogenates is the quantity of protein

present. The Artemia cells are from an embryonic stage in development

with rapid morphological changes and generalized rapid protein synthesis

including synthesis of enzymes directly involved in salt transport

(Conte, et al., 1973; Hand and Conte, 1980, 1981c). There is evidence

that mitochondria-genesis is occurring as well (Marco, et al., 1980).

Also, these cells contain numerous large yolk platelets which are rich

in lipoprotein. Although measurements of cell size are complicated by

plasma membrane proliferation these cells are considerably larger

compared to other chloride cells. Therefore it was thought that these

cells may have a reduced specific activity because of proportionately

greater amounts of protein. Alternatively it can be argued that

vertebrate tissues are more complex containing many additional cell

types, which would reduce specific activity values. Using data from

this study and those from Hootman and Ernst (1981) for isolated avian

chloride cells insights into this question were obtained. The specific

activity value determined for homogenates of chloride cells from the

avian salt gland is 3.6 times that for the brine shimp. On a per cell

basis, however, the brine shrimp activity is 4.57 x 10-6 uM P (hr

cell)-1 which is 1.5 times greater than the 2.86 x 10-6 uM P (hr cell)-1

calculated for the avian cell. The protein values are 50 x 10-8 mg-

cell-1 and 9 x 10-8 mg protein cell-1 for the brine shrimp and avian

salt gland cells respectively. In comparison to the avian cells,

therefore, it seems clear that specific activity as measured for salt

gland homogenates is reduced in the crustacean by the relatively large
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amounts of protein. At present, it is not possible to generalize these

results, since data are not available from other extra-renal tissues to

do similar calculations for enzyme activity on a per cell basis.

Data for the purified brine shrimp Na+K ATPase suggest the enzyme is

less active than those from other tissues including duck salt gland

although this result is complicated by the presence of isozymes

(Peterson, et al., 1978). The Artemia Na+K ATPase specific activity at

100% purity would be approximately only 36% of the duck Na+K ATPase

value and the molecular activity (turnover) is only 59% of that reported

for the avian enzyme (Peterson, et al., 1978). This information

combined with the above calculations suggest that there may be more

catalytic sites per cell in the brine shrimp tissue. This appears

likely on a surfce area basis alone assuming that there is a

proportional amount of basolateral membrane relative to cell diameter in

the two salt gland cells. Using diameters taken from electron

micrographs the surface areas of a spherical cell would be 3632 and 452

um2 for the brine shrimp and avian cells respectively. Also estimates

of the number of catalytic sites can be calculated using the amount of

protein per cell, the activity per cell values calculated from specific

activity, and the published molecular activity. This calculation

results in values of 1.7 x 107 enzyme molecules per cell for Artemia and

0.53 x 107 enzyme molecules per cell for the duck tissue. Unfortunatey

these values are suspect as the value for the avian cell is only 20% of

that determined by 3H-ouabain binding (Hootman and Ernst, 1981). The

reason for this discrepancy is unknown. As discussed in Results it has
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not been possible to determine the number of catalytic sites by 3H-

ouabain binding for Artemia tissue.

An increase in the number of catalytic sites by Artemia, as an

adaptation to allow high NaC1 excretion rates may extend to the tissue-

organ level of organization. The surface area of the salt gland is

large relative to body size when compared to estimates for other extra-

renal organs. Morphometric measurements result in a value of 4740 mm2

of exchange surface per gram wet weight of nauplius. Reported values

for fish gills are generally an order of magnitude smaller (Huges,

1980). This estimate is complicated by the fact that the gill surface

is covered by less than 50% chloride cells while other body surfaces,

such as the operculum are relatively chloride cell rich, but the

available surface of ion transport is definitely less than the total

gill surface area. Estimates based on data reported in cell isolation

studies by Hootman and Ernst (1980) and assuming a 12 um cell diameter,

that entire cell surface is used for exchange and a one kilogram duck

gives a value for the exchange surface to body weight of 47 mm2 (g wet

weight)-1. This estimate probably could vary an order of magnitude in

either direction, as there is considerable plasma membrane folding which

would increase this estimate, but a relatively small area of the cell is

exposed to the collecting duct compared to the total cell surface

area. If all of these estimates are approximately accurate, then the

exchange surface available to Artemia is at least 10 times greater than

that found in fish, and 10 to 1,000 times greater than for the duck.

With an increased surface area, the rate of ion movement can be lower,

while maintaining an equivalent flux rate to a system where ion pumping
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is faster, but the exchange surface is smaller. The adaptive strategy

for brine shrimp nauplius may be to have an ion pump which is somewhat

slower than that from other tissues, but to increase the number of pumps

by increasing the number of individual ion transport sites as well as

the secreting organ surface area relative to the whole animal surface

area.

The isolated salt gland preparation will allow study of control or

modulation of Na+K ATPase catalytic activity by in vivo chemical

mechanisms, an increasingly important aspect of Na+K ATPase

enzymology. In addition to changes in the lipid micro-environment

surrounding the protein (Hokin and Dixon, 1979), there is considerably

interest in the effect of small molecules including natural ouabain

analogues (DeWardener, et al., 1981; Flier et al., 1980) and, although

surrounded by controversy, a protein phosphorylation cascade system

(Racker and Specker, 1981). None of these mechanisms have been studied

in brine shrimp, as delivery of known concentrations of reagents to the

cell surface was stimied by the impermeability of the cuticle, a problem

circumvented by the isolation of the salt gland cells.

The isolated salt gland and the possibility of obtaining a similar

preparation of the intestine increases the feasibility of determining

whether there are tissue specific isozymes of the Na+K ATPase in

Artemia. Recent findings have shown that isozymes of Na+K ATPase exist

in a variety of tissues, including Artemia, with changes occurring in

the alpha subunit structure (Peterson, et al., 1978; Schellenberg, et

al., 1981). Antibodies are currently being prepared against the alpha

and alphal subunits of the Artemia enzyme, (L.E. Hokin, personal
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communication to F.P. Conte) and could be used as quantitative probes.

An extension of this work would be to investigate whether the catalytic

properties of the Na+K ATPase isolated from the salt gland alone differs

substantially from the previously characterized enzyme isolated from

whole body homogenates.

Although relatively small amounts of tissue are presently produced

by the current isolation procedure, this is not expected to present a

major technical difficulty for such studies. It is expected that the

production of salt glands can be increased many fold by a direct

increase in scale of the preparative technique (Chapter I). Also,

preparation of a relatively pure Na+K ATPase is now possible from

relatively small amounts of Artemia tissue (Peterson and Hokin, 1980).

Furthermore, immuniocytochemical techniques are easily applied to small

numbers of cells. Immunoelectrophoresis methods with essentially no

specialized modifications were successfully utilized for Artemia S-MDH

studies using samples of 100 nauplii (Hand and Conte, 1981). Finally,

the technology to do enzymological and protein characterization of very

small samples is progressing rapidly.

Conclusion

The initial criteria for development of a useful isolated

preparation (Introduction, Chapter I) have been met. The salt gland has

been removed in a single unit, whose general structure and morphology

closely resembles the in situ morphology of the organ. Ultrastructural

studies, although indicating some important changes, demonstrate that
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many important features of the epithelium and cell structure are

preserved (Chapter II). The measurements of function are consistent

with the cells not only being viable but retaining important

physiological functions. Although the specific method of removal is

still not understood it is consistently effective and reproducible. The

isolation and purification is also reproducible, resulting in salt gland

preparations with a high degree of purity. The method employed is

simple, requiring no costly reagents or equipment. Because of the

simplicity of the isolation method, the ease of rearing brine shrimp,

obtaining large quantities of tissue appears to be quite feasible. Even

on a small scale, this protocol produces a sufficient amount of tissue

to be useful for both physiologial and ultrastructural experiments and

data important to this laboratory's ongoing studies of ion transport in

the brine shrimp has already been obtained. In addition it may be

possible, using similar methods, to purify a second tissue, the midgut,

which is also important in water and salt balance.

Development of an isolated cell preparation makes possible the use

of a wide variety of previously perfected techniques to study isolated

cells and epithelia. It is the power of these experimental methods for

studying cells and plasma membranes that gave impetus to this study

initially. Biochemical studies including plasma membrane isolation and

separation of the apical and basal lateral regions could provide

important information about the types and location of transporters.

Electrophysiological characterization of the tissue including

transepithelial potentials and short circuit measurements may be

possible as well as measurements of intracellular potential and ion
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activities using microelectrodes. Ultrasturctural preparations and

preliminary experiments have demonstrated that studies to localize the

Na+K ATPase by cytochemical techniques and other methods including

immunocytochemistry are feasible. The latter is of particular interest

as antisera to the Na+K ATPase (Conte, personal communication) and MDH

(Hand and Conte, 1981) have already been successfully prepared.

Furthermore, the isolated salt gland is unique in several

respects: 1) it appears to consist of a single population of chloride

cells, 2) the cells are still associated as an epithelium, 3) it is

isolated as an early stage of embryonic development, and 4) it has been

isolated from the extra-renal organ of an aquatic invertebrate. There-

fore, this cell preparation should be useful not only for continued

studies of the larval brine shrimp, but for investigation of the

comparative physiology of water and salt balance, the physiology of salt

secretion, and the cellular and molecular basis of ion transport.
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Figure 17. Vital dye exclusion by isolated salt gland cells was
examined for over 24 hours using organs held at 22°C for

trypan blue and eosin and at 22°C and 4°C for nigrosin. Dye

concentrations and computation of percent stained cell is

described in Methods. Data are the average of two replicate

experiments.
Trypan blue (E3), Eosin (III), Nigrosin RT (0),
Nigrosin 4°C (0).
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Figure 18. Oxygen consumption by brine shrimp nauplii. Respiration
rates of intact animals were measured at 37°C in 100%
artificial seawater (0), 20% artificial seawater (0) and
salt gland removal media () according to Methods. Data

are mean of four replicates. The S.E. value for all data
points is within the range of the plotted values, the
greatest being 0.6 nM 02 (min. mg. protein)- i.
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Table 9.

Oxygen Consumption by Isolated Salt Glands

uM 02 (hr-Tg nM 02 (min.-mg
protein)" protein)

% of Initial
Rate Change

Control 1.36±0.256(6) 22.7±4.3 100

5 mM succinate 1.55±0.301(5) 25.8±5.0 108±9.7 +9

1 mM Ouabain 1.240.28(5) 20.44.7 88±2.7 -20

0.05 mM DNP 1.240.237(3) 20.44.0 107±8 +20

1 mM CN= 0.15310.072(6) 2.55±1.2 11±5.2 -96

Percentage of initial rate was computed as described in Methods.

Percent change is difference between percent data of the successive

treatments which are listed in order of performance. Data are mean ±

SEM (n replicates).
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Table 10.

Statistical Analysis of Percentage Oxygen Consumption Data
from Isolated Salt Gland

Table 10A. One-Way Analysis of Variance

d.f. SS MS

Among treatments 4 27607 6902 28.7

Within treatments 20 4810 240

Total 24 32417

Pcrit 0.01 (4,20) < 4.43

Table 106. Least Significant Different Test of Means

Control Succinate Ouabain DNP CN=

Control 9.9 19.5*** 6.1 75.8***

Succinate 29.4***

Ouabain 25.6***

DNP 82***

CN=

t-statistic t0.05,20(*) t0.01,20(**) t0.001(***)

LSD value 10.2 13.9 18.9

LSD = (2/n(MS-within)) x ta,v

Differences between means of arcsin transformed data for planned
comparisons of treatments are presented and the degree of significant
difference indicated by (*), based on LSD values computed for the
indicated levels of significance. (Sokal and Rohlf, 1982,. pp. 244-

245).



Table 11.
3H-Ouabain Binding to Isolated Salt Glands

Experiment Treatment

uabain mM
"H Cold

Incubation Cond.
Time Temp.

(hr) (°C)

Filter Bound
Tracer DPM's
3H

14C

3H calcylated
from i't

0.30 4.7 1 22 4493 295 4404

1 0.30 4.7 4 22 4083 423 6315

0.30 4.7 4 4 4059 435 6494

0.30 4.7 4+a 22

4 4 4431 463 6912

0.30 0.0 4 22 4825 362 5404

Filter
blank

0.30 4.7 2670 165

2 + Cold Ouab. 0.25 966b 3 30 18024 380197

- Cold Ouab. 0.25 0 3 30 19744 408296

3 + Cold Ouab. 0.50 1000b 3 30 11678ic
1601

- Cold Ouab. 0.50 0 3 30 12412tc
360

Filter Blank 0.50 0 3 30 4860ic
672

a Incubation followed by washout in cold media b) Cold ouabain added during preincubation of 5 min.

(Exp. 2) or 30 min. (Exp. 3). c Data is mean i SEM (n = 3). Incubation media: All experiments were

conducted in SGBS media with hot and cold ouabain concentrations listed. Experiment 1: Approximately %-;,'

35 ug protein per sample with 4.2 uCi ouabain/ml, 0.25 uCi 1%-inulin/m1 in 4 total volume of 200 ul
,--

pqr sample. Experiment 2: Approximately 45 ug tissue protein, 3.95 uCi /ml "H-ouabain, 0.59 uCi/m1

1'C-sucrose in 1 ml per sample. Data is mean of two replicates. n = 2, Experiment 3. Approximately

30 ug tissue protein/sample, 8.4 uCi/m1 'H-ouabain, 1 ml volume per sample, n = 3. All samples were

counted to at least an error of 2% Sigma or less.



Table 12.

DISTRIBUTION OF NA+K ATPASE AND TOTAL PROTEIN IN ARTEMIA NAUPLII

Specific % Total

Activity ATPase % Total % Activity

Organ nM P (h-organ)-1 ug (Protein-, (um P (hr -qig Activity Protein 51 Protein

organ)- I Protein)-I

Salt gland 0.3210.016(5) 0.0350.0031(7) 9.1 17 4.7 3.6

Intestine 0.5410.080(3) 0.150.027(3) 4.1 28 20 1.4

Whole Nauplius 1.90.12(4) 0.740.44(4) 2.5 100 100 1.0

Data is mean ± SEM (n experiments)

Each experimental value consists of Na+K ATPase and protein assays of a homogenate of the final salt

gland isolate, hand dissected and isolated intestines, or whole nauplii. The tissue was homogenized

in a microhomogenizer on ice in 0.2 ml. of ice-cold imidazole-HC1 buffer, pH 7.2. The Na+K ATPase

assays were done in paired triplicates. Enzyme activity was the difference between samples with and

without 0.5 mM ouabain. The reaction mixture was: 320 mM NaC1, 80 mM KC1, 5 mM Na2ATP, 10 mM MgC12,

and 100 mM imidazole-HC1 buffer, pH 7.2 in a total volume of 250 ul salt glands, or 50 ul intestines

and nauplii. Phosphate and protein assays were done in duplicate (Peterson 1977, 1978). Data is the

mean i SEM (n experiments).



Table 13.

Summary of Respiration Rates Measured for Isolated Epithelial Cells

Response to Metabolic Effectors

Tissue/ nM 02(min- nO 02(min-, Temp % of Intact % of Control Rate

Reference mg. protein)-1 10' cells)-1 °C Tissue Rate Ouab. DNP CN= Succinate

Mammary gland 0.58-1.83 37

Kraehenbuhl 1977

Mouse Gastric Cells
Romrell et al. 1975
Blum et al. 1969

Toad Urinary
Bladder
Rossier et al.
1979

Kidney
Balaban et al. 1980

Manduca gut
Mandel et al. 1980

Avain salt gland
Hootman & Ernst 1980

Brine shrimp
salt gland

6.9

5-7

35

4.5

11.6

22.7

11.9

1.09

15.9

200

25 Lower
range

37

27

37 138

30 320

400 0

66-82 120-150

54

81a 85 0 117

53b

82 120 10 108

Data are either published values or, calculated from published data. a) Inhibition of ATP dependent

transport by zero K+ medium. b) Animals adapted to salt water diet.
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